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The Mien are recent United States immigrants from Laos. They left

Southeast Asia at a time of great political upheaval. Because of their

close ties with United States governmental operations during the South-

east Asian war, conditions for Mien in Laos made flight imperative as

Pathet Lao forces now control the country. A major portion of Mien im-

migrants have settled in Portland, Oregon.

Mien costume is colorful and elaborate. Textile processes employed

include embroidery, applique, and braiding. Specific information about

Mien dress was not evident in literature sources. Changes in appearance

of Portland Mien indicated a change in their clothing use. The purpose

of this study was to record these changes and note under what conditions

the changes occurred. The interplay between dress, ethnicity, and ac-

culturation was explored.

Thirty Portland Mien respondents answered specific questions about

ethnicity and clothing use during the period between January and June,

1982. Responses were coded and relationship between ethnicity and

clothing was tested by the use of the chi-square statistic. A chi-

square value of 4.46 was attained with one degree of freedom (.05)

p;,.02), thus indice:ng that the two variables were not independent.



Open-ended interviews were initiated to collect detailed information

on clothing construction and garment design. Several interviews were

conducted with non-Mien persons who had special knowledge of Mien cul-

ture.

It was found that Western garb has largely replaced traditional

garments for everyday use by all Portland Mien except the elderly. Baby

hats, hand bags, baby packs, and jewelry were the only items that re-

mained in current, everyday use. Women wore traditional garments to

formal affairs; however, very few men continued traditional dress use.

Acculturation theory was supported by examples from the Portland

Mien. Tangible objects were more easily adopted than intangible things

such as patterns of behavior. Adoption of new culture elements took

place when economic or social advantage was gained. Forms transferred

before meanings associated with the forms. In some cases, incomplete

patterns of usage of adopted elements were observed.
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DRESS AND ACCULTURATION: CLOTHING TRANSITIONS OF THE MIEN

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Throughout history, clothing has been used to manifest the rela-

tionship a human being has to another and to the outside world. It may

serve as an indicator of social roles, a reflection of a person's eco-

nomic or political status within a community, or an avenue for aesthetic

expression. Clothing may enhance ritual or be used to deter unwanted

.spiritual phenomena. It may provide a means for sexual enticement or

discourage personal contact through camouflage (Roach and Eicher, 1979 :

20-21).

Keali'inohomoku (1979) avers that one wears his cultural values.

Since posture, gesture, and behavior are dependent upon the physical

restraints of costume, dress is designed to elicit prescribed modes of

behavior. This hypothesis gains credence when differences between male

and female dress are analyzed in terms of sex role expectations.

Distinctive dress may be a primary function of identification for

tribal or ethnic groups (Schwarz, 1979:27). Where identification is

imperative, physical attire works as a communicative device sending

signals of friendship or warning. Clothing is a tool used to reinforce

ethnic ties by announcing not only commonalities of heritage, but

individual placement within a particular group.

A refugee is an individual who has been uprooted from that which

is familiar and has sought refuge in an alien environment. He is a vic-

tim of hostile activities or natural calamity (Wenk, 1968:67). Often,
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refugees have little time to gather the personal belongings necessary

to provide a material environment for ethnic identity. Bar-Yosef (1968)

states that a material environment (including clothing) becomes one of

the most important elements in the maintenance and the projection of

one's social identity.

The Mien are an ethnic group in Portland, Oregon who are recognized

as a refugee population. They have come to the United States from Laos

via Thailand. LeBar (1964) provides a geographical distribution of Mien

settlements in Southeast Asia. There are an estimated 660,000 Mien in

mainland China; 125,000 in Vietnam and Laos; 10,000 in northern Thai-

land; and 6,000 on the island of Hainan off the southern coast of China

(LeBar, 1964:64). The number of Mien in Vietnam and Laos has no doubt

changed greatly as political upheaval has produced refugee populations.

Descriptions in Western literature may appear confusing because of

the many names attached to Mien groups. Yao is the Chinese designation

for Mien people. It is also the most common term used in Southeast

Asian descriptive literature. Thailand Mien are also called Yao, Man,

and Yu Mien. In Vietnam and Laos, Mien are also called Indochina Man,

Mun, and Yao. There are six different subgroups in Vietnam and Laos

(LeBar, 1964:88). The term Mien was chosen for this study because it

is the preferred name by the immigrant Mien group in Portland, Oregon.

Yao has been translated as meaning barbarian, while Mien simply means

man (Hofferber, 1980).

Historically, it is known that Mien--who were among the original

inhabitants of the South China area--were driven south in the 12th or

13th century. They continued a southwestern dispersion, taking refuge
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in the mountainous, isolated areas of Vietnam, Laos, and eventually

Thailand.

Nearly all U.S. Mien immigrants are from Laos. Laos may be aptly

described as a poly-ethnic nation. Cultural pluralism must be addressed

in all matters of national interest (Erman, 1975:392). Though only

about the size of the state of Kansas, Laos houses 68 ethnic peoples

with no group comprising a clear majority (Chagnon and Rumpf, 1980:2).

Language and other cultural barriers hinder the promotion of a national

identity. Ethnic identity remains strong.

Throughout Southeast Asia, ethnic groups are often described in

relation to the elevation they inhabit (Osborne, 1979:50; Kandre, 1969:

620; Izikowitz, 1969:140). In Laos and Vietnam, Mien populations live

at elevations of 900-2,000 feet (LeBar, 1964:88). Villages vary in

size. In Laos, some villages have been located on the same site for

relatively long periods of time (LeBar, 1964:89).

In Southeast Asia, Mien are primarily swidden (slash and burn)

horticulturists, with rice and maize being the most cultivated crops

(LeBar, 1964:89). Poppies are also cultivated (Lombard, 1980). Tex-

tile production includes the dyeing, weaving, and the elaborate embroi-

dery of cloth. There is also great fondness of silver jewelry (LeBar,

1964:90).

The Mien in Southeast Asia are predomihantly Animist. They have

an elaborate system of spirit and ancestor worship. Potter (1977) pro-

vides an excellent account of how this belief system may pervade every-

day life patterns in a community. Ancestral spirits are an integral

part of Mien philosophy; there is thought to be great interplay between

the living and the dead (Center for Applied Linguistics, 1981:52).
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In 1975, with the advent of political changes in Laos, a large in-

flux of Indochinese refugees began their flight to the United States.

Because many had been closely associated with government operations of

the United States, the Pathet Lao presence made flight imperative (Cen-

ter For Applied Linguistics, 1981:40). As of February 28, 1981, 465,596

Indochinese refugees were registered as aliens in the United States.

Oregon, which ranks 8th in the nation in the absorption of Asian refu-

gees, has 13,948 in residence (U.S. Department of Health & Human Ser-

vices, 1981:8). Portland, Oregon now houses the greatest concentration

of Mien in the United States (Myers, 1980:20). This refugee group was

chosen as the subject of this study not only because of accessibility,

but because it was thought that due to the unique circumstances of the

Mien, transcultural conflicts would initiate choices in relation to

dress behavior that might provide clues to cultural values.

The purpose of this study is twofold: 1) to provide historical

documentation of a unique period of transition in Mien history and the

immigrant history of the United States and 2) to explore the interplay

between dress and ethnic identity by recording dress transitions in the

acculturation process.

The need for this study is imminent. Mien refugees are highly

adaptive. The political situation in Laos makes it impossible (at this

time) for Mien to return to their homeland. Traditional dress may be

considered an obstacle by the Mien in functioning successfully in a new

culture. Though their unique embroidery and colorful costume along with

other facets of their culture have enhanced Portland's increasingly cos-

mopolitan environment, dilution of cultural elements will understandably

take place at a rapid pace as acculturation progresses.
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Definition of Terms

1) Acculturation: the process cf change resulting from contact be-

tween cultures.

2) Current dress: dress worn by a population in most recent times.

3) Dress: all that is put on or done to the body for whatever reasons,

including body modification.

4) Ethnic group: people of distinct customs, language, and character-

istics (e.g. religion, aesthetics, etc.), with a sense of internal

cohesiveness with others of the same customs.

5) "Ethnicity: the proclivity of [A3 people to seize on traditional

culture symbols as a definition of their own identity" (Bennett,

1973).

6) Form: observable aspect, outward manifestation.

7) Mainstream: prevailing custom of the dominant section of society,

similar to mode (i.e. general favor or acceptance).

8) Meaning: significance; personal or cultural associations.

9) Mien: the preferred name of the group to be studied by the inves-

tigator.

10) "Refugee: an individual who has left his homeland under certain

pressures, be they political, social, economic, or religious in

nature" (Wenk, 1968:62).

11) Traditional dress: historical dress identified as representative

of a people.

12) Use: employment for a given purpose.

13) Yao: Chinese designation for Mien.
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Statement of the Problem

What are the changes in dress that have occurred in Mien pop-

ulations as they adjust to new cultural environments? Are there

events where Mien would be more likely to don traditional garb or

Western mainstream garb? In what ways has costume aided or hindered

the maintenance of an ethnic identity?

Purpose

The investigator's primary objectives are

1) To describe traditional dress of Mien populations in

Southeast Asia.

2) To describe the current dress of Mien refugees in Portland,

Oregon.

3) To explore the interplay between dress, ethnic identity,

and acculturation.

Hypotheses

General Hypotheses:

1) Dress is indicative of acculturation.

2) Dress is indicative of the maintenance of an ethnic identity.

Working Hypotheses:

1) Use of traditional Mien dress will be more frequent at non-

secular events.

2) Changes in traditional dress of the Portland Mien will reflect

adaptation to new cultural environments.
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Assumptions

1) Respondents will answer the questions honestly and accurately.

2) Questions will not be distorted in translation.

Limitations

Most Mien have spent up to six years interim time in refugee

camps in Thailand before coming to the United States. It was not

known what effect this Thai residence may have had on Mien textile

development. Some sources state that subsistence patterns changed

from an agrarian orientation; thus Mien found extra time to develop

their textile art (Calloway, 1980). Another consideration was the

interplay between Mien and other Southeast Asian groups in Thai refu-

gee camps. The sharing of textile techniques and designs very likely

took place. A Pan-Indianism (the wearing of certain elements of

clothing that reflect a basic "Indianness" rather than the specific

dress of a particular group) has become apparent in the United States

(Miller, 1979:329). Would a Pan-Southeast Asian mode of dress develop

in Thailand?

It was thought that communication with recent immigrants of Indo-

china would be difficult. Often refugees will say they understand all

one says, even though they won't. In their desire to assimilate

quickly, they aim to please and will attempt to say what one wants to

hear (Portland Refugee Forum, 1980:9).

Other communication barriers were thought to exist. The possibil-

ity of misunderstanding of mannerisms or voice inflections could cause
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misinterpretation. It was hoped that preventative knowledge of some

of the more specific gestures or situations that would cause offense

would ease communication problems.

In addition, it was thought that translators would impose

difficulties. The translator has been given a position of prestige

and authority because he has access to two cultures through his ex-

pertise of languages. Intimidation was a possibility.
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Chapter II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

There are many directions from which one may approach a study of

dress and acculturation. Though these branches of knowledge often en-

twine, an attempt was made to keep the following review of literature

topographical. First, theories of accultration--with particular emphasis

on ideas relevant to manifest culture--are reviewed. A summary of liter-

ature relating to ethnicity follows this review. The refugee was seen as

a special immigrant. He represented the focal point of changes of ethnic-

ity in forced transitional situations. Specific information concerning

his situation was deemed worthy of review by the investigator. Next,

clothing theory is presented. The origins and functions of dress are of-

fered and related to cross-cultural research. Finally Mien history and

culture are reviewed. Since the Mien are such recent immigrants to the

United States, literature concerning Mien life is predominantly from

Southeast Asian studies. Sub-headings for this section include: origin

and migration; population and settlement patterns; identity; language;

religion; social structure and domestic life; economy; political structure

and status achievement; cultural traits; and cultural relations. These

culture areas were deemed necessary to provide the reader with a basis

for understanding Mien culture and the changes Mien have undergone in

recent migrations.
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Acculturation

Since the inception of its study, acculturation has remained one

of the major interests of anthropologists. It is a process that has

been studied only in relatively recent years. It was not until 1934

that Webster's Unabridged Dictionary included the following entry:

"acculturation the transfer of cultural elements from one social

group to another" (Herskovits, 1958:2).

Much of the literature concerning acculturation pertains to

the adopting of new culture components rather than the maintenance of

pre-existing culture elements. Linton (1963:479) laments this lack of

attention, as do Barnett, et al. (1954:99). Barnett, et al. (1954)

state that more research is needed to determine the depth of commit-

ment to certain facets of culture patterns and behaviors.

Hallowell (1955:313) stresses that cultures do not meet in a lit-

eral sense; individuals are the vehicles through which change takes

place. Barnett, et al. (1954) also note that cultures do not meet, but

people do. They further point out that individuals never know their en-

tire culture. What is conveyed to others through contact may be unique to

the individual, not to the culture he represents. The emphasis of these

concepts on the individual triggers new questions: Who are the innova-

tors of cultural change? Who adapt readily and who are resistant to

outside influences?

Certain types of culture elements may be more readily transferred

than others. Linton (1963) states that tangible objects such as tools

or ornaments are more easily adapted to than intangible things such as

patterns of behavior. In general, the more abstract the element, the
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more difficult the transfer.

Spicer (1958) considers the nature of social relations through

which contact is maintained as the determining influence on the degree

of acceptance or modification of borrowed elements. He rejects the gen-

eralization that material culture changes more readily than core values.

He stresses that the acculturative process must include some reference

to the structure of culture transmission.

The acceptance of borrowed culture elements may be subject to

other conditions. Linton (1963) states that culture elements will not

be adopted unless a function can be found for them that is already ex-

istent within the borrowing society. Adoption may depend on whether or

not the borrower will gain economic or social advantage (Redfield,

Linton, and Herskovits, 1936:151).

Linton (1963:476) avers that culture elements all have form (directly

observable qualities) and they all have meaning (a series of associations

in the minds of a group). Since imitation does not require an exact

copying, not only may there be a change in form, but the meaning associated

with the form may be totally lost. Hallowell (1955:321) states that imita-

tion may not produce a complete pattern of usage. He cites an illustra-

tive example of an Ojibwa Indian who bought an alarm clock because he

liked to hear it ring, not to keep track of the time. Barnett, et al.

(1954) suggest that the very act of copying entails modification; no copy

is a perfect reproduction. New meanings may be associated with trans-

ferred culture elements as they become part of a new cultural context.

Some meanings may be essential to personality structure and not

easily replaced by new value systems. Hallowell (1972) questions whether

value systems are transferable between cultures. He has concluded that
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the Ojibwa of the northern United States and Canada show signs of with-

drawal and aggression because their personality structure can no longer

function effectively due to conflicting value systems. He suggests that

intense contact with the dominant culture expecting assimilation may ex-

acerbate acculturative conflicts.

Keesing (1966) divides human activity and behavior into most stable

and least stable zones. His most stable zones include essentials of early

constitutional conditioning (such as mental sets for curiosity); essen-

tials for organic maintenance (such as staple food use); essentials of

communication; essentials for the maintenance of high prestige status;

essentials of territorial security (such as in-group loyalty); and es-

sentials of ideological security (such as basic religious assumptions

and interpretations). He suggests that if these zones are disturbed vol-

untarily or by force, serious stress or disorganization will occur.

Keesing's malleable zones involve means of achieving goals (such as the

use of new tools); elements of taste and self-expression t secondary group

relations; and low-status positions (Keesing, 1966:411). These are the

areas of cultural behavior that are more easily changed with minimum stress.

Those things that seem the most humble, everyday aspects of life are

very often the ones to cause serious problems in acculturative adjustment.

Food consumption is an everyday event, basic to human survival. The foods

which satisfy hunger and the times at which hunger may be sated, however,

are culturally determined (Herskovits, 1972:130).

Types of contact need to be taken into consideration with the analysis

of acculturation. Some contacts involve entire groups of people. Other

contacts may be made by selected groups of people who may have specific
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motives in mind. These groups include missionaries, traders, special

craftsmen, and/or administrators (Redfield, Linton, and Herskovits,

(1936:150) .

Other situational conditions need to be acknowledged. Contacts may

be friendly, hostile, or indifferent. Contacts between groups may be of

unequal size or possess unequal degrees of complexity in material

and/or non-material aspects of culture.

The place of contact may influence the outcome of the process of

acculturation. Contact may take place in either group's locale or in a

third area unfamiliar to either group (Redfield, Linton, and Hers-

kovits, 1936:151).

Nativistic movement has been defined as: 'any conscious, organized

attempt on the part of society's members to revive or perpetuate selected

aspects of its culture" (Linton, 1943:230) . Linton states that all cul-

tures seek to perpetuate themselves, but it is usually done unconsciously.

Consciousness of cultural maintenance may be the result of threatened

cultural survival. Though nativistic movements may be seen in extreme

opposition to assimilative processes, one may glean knowledge of depth

of commitment to specific culture elements since nativistic movements

concern themselves with particular facets of culture, never with culture

as a whole. Clothing has been used to facilitate nativistic movements

in such instances as the Ghost Dances of Native Americans in North

America in the latter 19th century (Mauer, 1979) .

Ethnicity

Ethnicity has been defined as: "the proclivity of people to seize

on traditional cultural symbols as a definition of their own identity"
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(Bennett, 1973:3). This definition seems to be an extension of Linton's

(1943) discussion of nativistic movements. Both involve an acknowledged

consciousness of action.

Robbins (1973:285) states that there has been a shift in use of

the term ethnicity- -from group label to identity. He thinks the sali-

ent feature of the definition of ethnicity should be the conscious

identification of shared cultural norms by the ethnic group and by others

as well. Ethnicity remains a non-static term, much like cultures themselves.

Problems related to ethnicity that have been addressed in literature

include: the disintegration, assimilation, and consolidation of ethnic

groups; interethnic conflict; and ethnic identity and identity change.

Holloman (1978) avers that the understanding of ethnic processes is basic

to the understanding of human history.

Ethnicity as a dimension of American history has been generally ig-

nored. The attitude towards aliens has been one of assimilation. Every

newcomer is expected to divorce himself from his heritage and adopt the

American pattern of life (Cinel, 1969:60).

Though anthropologists agree that the subject of ethnicity is enor-

mously complex, some insist that one cannot approach ethnic research

without a general systematic, theoretical framework. Questions relating

to personality, society, and culture and the persistence of ethnic groups

remain inadequately answered (Kolm, 1974).

Cultural relativism is a theory that approaches cross-cultural re-

search with apprehension. If an anthropologist is examining a culture

unlike his own, the essence of his work may be cross-cultural for he is
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an embodiment of his own cultural heritage. Herskovits (1972) attacks

ethnocentrism in his description of cultural relativism and values:

"The very core of cultural relativism is the social
discipline that comes of respect for differences-
mutual respect. Emphasis on the worth of many
ways of life, not one, is an affirmation of the
values in each culture. Such emphasis seeks to
understand and to harmonize goals, not to judge and
destroy those that do not dovetail with our own."
(Herskovits, 1972:11).

Some anthropologists question the applicability and/or utility of

ethnicity studies. Dentan (1976) wonders whether it is socially respon-

sible to apply a term grounded in the American /European tradition to a

group, of people who may not share this tradition. He is especially con-

cerned with Southeast Asian studies, where he has noted the proclivity

of some people to switch ethnic identities as the occasion or desire dic-

tates. Ethnicity is not necessarily a monolithic notion.

Endogenous methodology, research design, and focus may produce more

accurate findings. Maruyama (1978) promotes a theory of logical plural-

ism (multiple structures for reasoning). Since different ways of think-

ing are evident cross-culturally, he suggests that each culture be studied

by its insiders.

Though there are acknowledged objections, many anthropologists have

tackled theories of ethnicity and applied them to cultures alien to their

own. Primary arguments concern an agreement on the salient characteristics

of an ethnic character and how they might be measured. Should a synthesis

of factors be developed for measure or should cultural, political, or

social factors be singled out as the basis for measurement (Barth, 1969)?

A multidimensional conception of ethnic status seems appropriate.
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In his study of South India, Apte (1978:224) found that ethnic para-

meters revolved around caste and religion rather than language. Marathi:

and Tamil Brahmans shared an ethnic identity because of their ideological

economic, educational, and sociocultural bonds. A common language was

not deemed necessary.

Dentan (1976) states that Semai is primarily a linguistic category.

He evades categorizing the Malaysian group he studied as Semai (Dentan,

1968). He describes situations in Malaysia where people would project

various identities through language, stance, and ideology until they

would elicit the results desired. He also feels that language should

not be the determining factor of ethnic identity.

Ethnicity may be a measure of one's material environment. Jacobsen

and Gates (1979) used the ownership of goods from the mother country as

a basis for studying ethnic participation. Material items such as

records, magazines, clothing, and other household goods were tallied,

and an ethnic indicator was developed.

Isaacs (1975) suggests that the body is basic to group identity.

He discusses body image as the central focus in relating oneself to the

outside world. Though some body change may result from culture change

(e.g. Japanese getting taller due to a more nutritious diet), Isaacs

states that by and large the body remains essentially unalterable. Skin

color is not the only critical difference. Between the Watusi and the

Hutu of Rwanda, the major physical difference is height. Altercations

have led the shorter Hutu to cut off Watusi legs in a seeming adjustment

of height (Isaacs, 1975:39).
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Opposition may be a component in ethnic identity. Porshnev (1978)

discusses the importance of two functions cultural phenomena may carry- -

that of separation and that of unification. He cites Tokarev's (1970)

study of clothing as illustrative of his theory. Clothing is used to

differentiate between the sexes, professions, social strata, and ethnic

affiliation, but also gives a feeling of belongingness to a particular

community.

Refugees

The term refugee has been defined as: "an individual who has left

his homeland under certain pressures, be they political,social,ecenomic,

or religious in nature" (Wenk, 1968:62). Migration to an alien environ-

ment usually results in some disorganization of social identity.

Special types of problems are associated with immigrant groups.

Overconformity may result in total dependence on organizational aid as

the immigrant gives up his autonomy and decision-making ability in the

desire to please his sponsors. Feelings of alienation may result in

manifest behavior such as passivity, lack of belief in the future, or

unwillingness to accept help from the host culture. Aggression may re-

sult from frustrations in dealing with new problems in an alien world

(Bar-Yosef, 1968:40).

Richardson (1967) categorizes two patterns of reaction immigrants

have to their new environments. The first is an elation pattern. This

pattern is characterized by elements of novelty, feelings of social free-

dom, and self-justification. Since many refugees leave dangerousmi-

lieus, it is understandable how arrival to the United States may intensify an
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elation pattern. After six or seven months of resettlement, Richardson

states that a depression pattern begins. Novelty of the new environ-

ment has worn off and culture shock may prevail. Nostalgia for the home--

land may develop. Non-acceptance by the new society may also be a cause

for depression. Many host communities may react negatively towards

people or ideas that seem strange to them.

If people are uprooted too quickly and thrown into social situations

with strangers, social disorganization will most likely occur. Fitz-

patrick (1966) stresses the importance of maintaining an ethnic enclave

in resettlement. In order to move with more confidence toward inter-

action with a larger society, a common cultural environment is needed

as a base.

Bar-Yosef (1968) emphasizes the importance of material culture when

lives have been disrupted by a change in residence. Several functions

of material environment are discussed and deemed necessary to facilitate

social roles and interaction. Bar-Yosef maintains that the material

environment--specifically housing, clothing, and adornment--is one of

the most important factors in maintaining one's social identity (Bar-

yosef, 1968:30).

Once resettled, problems unique to the second generation may occur.

Children who are "at school too foreign" and "at home too American" may

suffer the dilemma of trying to live in two worlds. Further complica-

tions may arise with the third generation as it is suggested that "what

the son wishes to forget, the grandson wishes to remember" (Hansen,

2952:494-495.
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Clothing Theory

The relationship of clothing and human behavior is a relatively new

target for research. Though there has been a history of descriptive and

prescriptive literature concerning clothing, analytical works arrived

with the 20th century. In 1899, Veblen's treatise: The Theory of the

Leisure Class marked the beginning of the study of clothing use. In

1929, Hilaire Hiler produced a series of hypotheses as to the origins

and functions of dress in his work: From Nudity to Raiment. Seven func-

tions were proposed: 1) Economic: Clothes are worn to protect people

from the physical environment; 2) Totemistic: Clothes (or items of cloth-

ing) are worn to protect people from supernatural phenomena; 3) Trophyism:

Dress is used to indicate status or wealth; 4) Mosaic: Clothes are used

as a vehicle to ensure ideals of modesty; 5) Sexual Attraction: Clothes

are used to entice members of the opposite sex; 6) Possession: Dress

indicates one's belongingness (often symbolic of marital status); and

7) Aesthetic: People dress to satisfy a need for beauty.

Several new theories to explain the origins and functions of dress

have been entertained. Most echo Hiler's original work. Virel (1979)

divides his explanation into four categories: seduction, caste, ritual,

and threat. In equating the human animal to other species, he suggests

that man may dress in a threatening manner similar to the effect achieved

by the guard hairs on a wolf's coat bristling.

Schwarz (1979) suggests five origins and functions of clothing in

his article entitled: "Uncovering the Secret Vice: Towards an Anthro-

pology of Clothing and Adornment". They include: 1) Protection from the

Environment, 2) Protection from Supernatural Forces, 3) the Shame
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Hypothesis, 4) the Attraction Hypothesis, and 5) Status and Ranking.

These also echo Hiler's original seven functions of dress.

During the height of colonialism, Europeans considered native dress

symbolic of disobedience. Western dress was initiated (without regard

to compatibility of climate) and used as a political control. Von

Ehrenfels (1979:399) suggests that changes in clothing habits which

appear harmless may, however, actually have far-reaching effects.

Wass (1979) studied the dress of a Yoruba family through five gener-

ations. She noted an emulation of British dress from 1900-1939 when

nationalistic sentiment was low. From 1940-1959 national sentiment in-

creased and the use of indigenous dress increased. This study suggests

not only a political connection to the theory of dress, but one of

ethnic identification as well.

Types of contact may change clothing use. Langdon (1979) suggests

that the "covering of evil nakedness" as a prime objective for mission-

aries was involved in the loss of societal structure for the Siona in

Columbia, South America. Since Siona culture--as evident through Siona

visions and mythology--links one's identity to one's clothing, identity

was endangered as new clothing forms were introduced by the missionaries.

Nativistic movements may use clothing as a vehicle for the transmis-

sion of ideology. Mauer (1979) states in his description of the Ghost

Dance (a North American Plains phenomenon that occured in the latter half

of the 19th century) that clothing was used as a symbolic form of group

identification. The Ghost Shirt symbolically expressed the promise of

punishment for white encroachment and the return to the old ways of

life (Mauer, 1979:133).
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Cloth lends itself well to ritual use. Hocking (1979), in studying

Badaga culture in India, comments on cloth as particularly useful in

ceremonial exchange. It is highly visible when worn and it burns easily

for ritual display; thus is an ideal gift to give at a funeral potlatch.

In the same vein, Kwakiutl potlatches were often used as events to

display status. Chilkat blankets were useful to achieve the ends of

self-interest. The concept on which these potlatches were basedwas that,

in giving away your wealth, you would eventually become wealthier by the

cultural demands of reciprocity. Chilkat blankets, recognized for their

beauty and tedious workmanship, were torn into strips and given away to

future potlatch hosts (Otness, 1980:29).

Pokornowski (1979) looked at one aspect of dress--beads--and found

multiple cultural functions in Yoruba society:

"The symbolism of beads: their color, material,
size and shape, and the area where worn on the body,
helped the individual to communicate nonverbally his
religious beliefs, either as priest or worshipper,
and to establish identity, indicating sex, age,
wealth, and status. Society used beads as symbols
to provide a feeling of unity to the various sub-
groups; to validate the authority of the king; and
to explain the differences in rank among the rulers
and confirm their succession." (Pokornowski, 1979:114).

In her description of Yoruba hairstyle, Houlberg (1979) states that

the body is often used as a billboard to reflect contemporary life. For

example, Nigerian drivers switched from driving on the left side of the

road to the right in 1972. This soon became a subject interpreted in

hair styling with a dramatic emphasis on the right side of the head.

Most recently, Mary Ellen Roach and Joanne Eicher have proposed

nine categories as an overview as to why people wear clothes:
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1) Adornment as Aesthetic Experience (Individual Expressions as well

as Differentiation from Others); 2) Adornment as Definition of Social

Role; 3) Adornment as Indicator of Economic Status; 4) Adornment as a

Political Symbol: 5) Adornment as a Magico-Religious Condition; 6) Adorn-

ment as a Facility in Social Rituals; 7) Adornment as Reinforcement of

Belief, Custom, and Values; 8) Adornment as Recreation; and 9) Adorn-

ment as a Sexual Symbol (Roach and Eicher, 1979:20).

This last set of hypotheses summarizes the theories presentedpre-

viously. All clothing researchers insist that dress is a communicative

symbol, a non-verbal system of conveying cultural phenomena.

It is common for Mien women to recognize one another ' s cross-stitching,

much as we would recognize a friend's handwriting (Lombard, 1980:3).

This linguistic analogy carries special significance when the fact

that Mien do not have a history of a written language is revealed.

What function(s) does dress perform in Mien culture?

Mien History and Culture

Origin and Migration

Mien are believed to have originated in southern China in the

mountainous east coast provinces (LeBar, 1964:64). Some scholars

estimate their appearance 2500-3000 years ago; ancient Chinese records

corroborate an estimate as early as 1500 B.C. (Center For Applied

Linguistics, 1981:49).

Most researchers agree on the place and origin of the Mien, butdif-

fer in their theories of migration (Iwata, 1961b:5). Fortune (1939)

states that early Mien migration was the result of invading armies of the
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Sung emperors in the 12th and 13th centuries. Mien were pushed south

into the mountains that surround the southernmost river system of China.

Continued migrations were in the southwestern direction into Vietnam and

Laos.

Population and Settlement Patterns

Total population numbers of Mien are not known. Some estimates

range as high as 2-3 million (Center For Applied Linguistics, 1981:49).

LeBar (1964) suggests that it is closer to 1 million. Mien are found in

the Kwantung, Kwangsi, and Yunnan provinces of southern China, North

Vietnam, northern Laos, northern Thailand, and northeastern Burma (Kandre,

1967:584). Mien that are of refugee status in the United States come from

Laos via Thailand (Meksavanh, 1981). Current population figures in Laos

are not known. Settlement patterns have been disrupted by the Southeast

Asian War. As Pathet Lao forces moved into northern Laos in 1975, Mien

abandoned their higher altitude residence and began assembling near the

Mekong River, eventually to cross into Thailand with the hope of being

resettled in safer areas (Lombard, 1981).

Prior to this more recent political upheaval, Mien would settle be-

tween 1000 to 1700 meters above sea level (Iwata, 1961b:7). This con-

trasts with the Hmong who generally live higher and the Laowhotake resi-

dence between 200 and 500 meters above sea level (Iwata, 1961b:28).

This vertical distribution of ethnic groups is common in Southeast Asia.

In general, older villages will be found near rivers, while newer ones

have been built along highways (Iwata, 196lb:13). This is understandable

as the shift from river to road traffic has taken place because of improved

methods of land transportation.
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Villages vary in size. From five to 27 houses within a village com-

plex have been recorded (LeBar, 1964:89). The average village size is

from 10 to 15 homes (Lombard, 1980:3).

Identity

How do Mien see themselves? In the more isolated regions of Laos,

people will emphasize their differences from other tribes. Lineage and

ancestral origin are very important in determining a separate identity

(Iwata, 1961a:8).

Yao is the Chinese designation for Mien. The term is considered

derogatory. Fortune (1939) states that another Chinese term for Mien,

Man, is also derogatory. Both terms denote barbarism. Lombard (1980)

suggests the Chinese used these terms because of the resisted effort to

collect taxes from Mien. Isaacs (1975) suggests that because of the

negative feelings the Chinese have about exogamy, Chinese vernacular

terms for non-Chinese almost always are derogatory and often refer.to

physical features or behavioral characteristics, thus discouraging

intermarriage.

Mien is the name these people give themselves. It translates--as

many group names do--to mean: "The People". All others have a name that

means: "Outsider", except the Chinese who are named: "Outsider Visitors"

(Lombard, 1980:1). This special name for the Chinese may be the result

of the recognition of a common heritage. Physical characteristics of

Mien resemble Chinese. Mien are aware that they and the Chinese origin-

ated in central China (Lombard, 1981).

Naming may depend on one's point of reference. Even though the term

"Mien" is used within Mien society, "Thai Yao" is used as a personal
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reference when speaking to the Lao because it is the Lao term for the

Mien (Iwata, 1961a:7).

The use of a specific Mien dialect is not considered a means for

social self-identification (Kandre and Kuej, 1965:129). Ethnic identity

is ascribed; only by participation in ritual performance can one become

a member of Mien society (Kandre, 1976:174).

Language

Mien language is probably of Sino-Tibetan origin (LeBar, 1964:63).

The language has evolved into several dialects (Fortune, 1939:347). There

are 33 consonants, nine vowels, and six tones in the Mien alphabet (Cen-

ter For Applied Linguistics, 1981:51).

It has been only within the last 40 years that attempts have been

made to record the Mien language in written form. Most recently, Sylvia

Lombard has published a Yao- English Dictionary through Cornell University.

This dictionary contains 3,234 main entries with 11,000 total entries

(Lombard, 1980:#4A1). With this very recent history of a written lang-

uage, it is understandable why most Mien cannot write their own script.

Mien use Taoist classics written in Chinese calligraphy characters

as texts for a minority of male Mien pupils (Fortune,1939:350). These

booklets are treasured because they contain rituals and lyrics of their

history and traditions. The reading of these texts is a popular form of

entertainment (Center For Applied Linguistics, 1981:51). The Iu Mien of

Thailand also use Chinese script for writing and reading. Most books

have a religious nature (Kandre, 1967:606). Many Mien men from Thailand,

Laos, and Burma are semi-literate in Chinese script (Kandre, 1976:173).
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Market practice is a salient factor in determining multi-lingual

capacity. Mien in the Luang Prabang district of Laos understand the

local Lao dialect. The Lao play the central role in commercial enter-

prise (Iwata, 1961b:24). Surprisingly, the Lao do not understand Mien

at all (Iwata, 1961a:5). Hmong and other tribal groups do not nec-

essarily understand Mien, but do attend the markets and can communicate

through the local Lao dialect.

Religion

Predominantly, Mien are Animists. Being animistic, they worship

many elements of nature. Geomantic (divining from nature) obligations

are fulfilled by a ceremonial calendar (Kandre, 1967:612). Flowers are

believed to have spirits. These spirits are thought to dwell in little

children. The Mien words "to be young" and "flower" are synonymous

(Butler, 1970:8).

Many facets of Mien everyday life are affected by the practice of

ancestral worship. Mien consider the living and the dead interdependent

(Center For Applied Linguistics, 1981:52). They believe that their ances-

tral spirits--usually traced back nine generations--control their health

and success (Kandre and Kuej, 1965:134). Illness or misfortune is be-

lieved to be the result of ignoring or offending spirits (Hanks, 1965:51).

Spirits play an active part in major social events such as births,

marriages, and funerals. A child is thought to be the result of estab-

lished cooperation between ancestral spirits, not of biological descent

(Kandre and Kuej, 1965:131). Parents do not speak of a pregnancy. The

mother hopes to conceal her condition from harmful spirits in the area.

After the child is born, he is still thought to be vulnerable to the
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attack of malevolent spirits. Complements may make the mother ill at

ease, for she does not wish to draw attention to her child (Center For

Applied Linguistics, 1981:50). Shortly after birth, a child will be as-

signed guardian spirits until he reaches adulthood, at which time he is

assigned a guardian star (Butler, 1970:8).

Marriage is another event where spirits play an active part. The

bride is not only being transferred from her house to the groom's, but

is also to be cared for by her husband's ancestral spirits. Even if

estrangement occurs, and the bride returns home, her parents will build

her a small house behind their own because she continues under the aus-

pices of her husband's spirits (Hanks, 1965:51).

It is considered a great misfortune if Mien die outside of their own.

home (Kandre, 1976:179). Mortuaries are unknown. Ceremonies are held

using animal sacrifices and paper money to help release the spirits of

the deceased into the sprit world (Kroeker, 1981:3).

Households are set up to have a special door on the lower side of

the house. This "spirit door" is used only on ritual occasions, though

it is understood that spirits may come and go as they please. Everyday

traffic uses other house exits (Hanks, 1965:47). Through the "spirit

door", a bride may enter or a coffin may be taken out.

Mien do not build their houses on stilts because they believe spirits

reside in the dirt floors of their houses (Hanks, 1965:65). Every home

has an altar which is a shrine for ancestors (Iwata, 1961b:19).

Tiger and dog worship are evident. These two animals appear often

in ceremonies and naming procedures. They are an integral part of Mien

mythology. Pien Hung is a Mien mythological hero. He is said to have
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a human's body and a dog's head. Tan Chi Hu (a Chinese writer of the

12th century) claims that Pien Hung was a real-life barbarian who ab-

ducted a Chinese princess in 2400 B.C. and took her to southern China.

Their offspring became the Mien. Perhaps Mien mythology is responsible

for their dog totem (Butler, 1970:4).

Tigers are thought to be the soldiers of the rulers of the spirit

world. Ceremonies are held in their honor enabling them to serve the

theocratic government properly (Butler, 1970:8).

Shamanism is also practiced (Iwata, 1961b:6). The shaman plays a

major role in social events such as weddings and funerals. Betrothal

procedure is dependent upon astrological inquiry by the shaman. The

bride's and groom's birth times must be auspicious, or the wedding will

be cancelled (Hanks, 1965:54). At the wedding, the shaman presides,

aided by an assistant shaman. A music shaman uses his supernatural

powers to draw the couple together (Hanks, 1965:52).

Social Structure and Domestic Life

Mien are patrilineal and patrilocal, though may be temporarily matri-

local after the wedding ceremony (Iwata, 1961b:17). Mien are strongly

endogamous (Hanks, 1965), though there is no formal rule against adopting

children from other ethnic groups. Kandre and Kuej (1965) suggest this

is tied to their religious concept of rebirth. The reincarnation of a

Mien relative, for example, may be dwelling in a Hmong child. It is

estimated that 10% of the Iu Mien (Highland Mien) in Thailand, Laos, and

Burma have been bought and adopted from other ethnic groups (e.g. Hmong,

Akha, Lahu, Chinese, Shan, Lu, and Northern Thai) (Kandre and Kuej,

1965:132).
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Marriage is expected and desired for it provides the male a chance

to build a descent group to facilitate an accumulation of wealth

(Kandre and Kuej, 1965:139). Pre-marital sexual relations are permitted.

A boy need not take responsibility if the girl becomes pregnant. Since

her fertility is ensured, her bride-price may be higher (Hanks, 1965:50).

Sons are desired. They are indulged at an early age, but as they

get older, they are expected to assume family responsibilities. It will

be the male's job to fulfill spirit obligations and eventually care for

his parents (Lombard, 1980).

Daughters work in the fields and aid with the household chores.

After marriage, the woman will be in charge of running the household and

caring for the children and animals (Lombard, 1980).

Mien usually have two formal meals per day. Men and women do not

eat together, though the women do the cooking (Iwata, 1961b:11). Mien

diet consists of rice, green vegetables, squash, bamboo shoots, and some

red peppers. Pork and chicken are usually eaten only at times of cele-

bration (Center For Applied Linguistics, 1981:52).

The house is associated with a descent group, because it is the

place where ancestral spirits are fed and honored (Kandre, 1967:590).

Housing materials consist of wood, earthen floors, and sometimes a

thatched roof (Iwata, 1961b:9). Roof slope is very steep, for rainwater

is entrapped in bamboo pipes and carried to a well. Pallets are used

for sleeping purposes.

Economy

Mien are swidden (slash and burn) horticulturists. They are mobile,

moving to new hillsides as the fields become depleted of nutrients. The
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men decide where the fields should be, cut the heavy timber, and, after

the women clear the brush, will burn the fields. Together, men and women

plant. The man makes the holes with a dibble stick and the woman plants

the seed. Men and women both harvest, but it is the woman, primarily,

who is given the job of weeding (Lombard, 1980:1).

Dry rice is the predominant crop. Iwata (1961b) lists sugar cane,

sweet potatoes, and bananas as other crops grown. Corn is grown for

animal fodder, though young, tender corn is also eaten by people (Loml-

bard, 1980).

A cash crop is grown to purchase silver and cloth. Traditionally,

this crop has been opium, but more recently red peppers, soy beans, and

peanuts have been grown (Lombard, 1980).

Livestock may include horses, cattle, pigs, and chickens (Iwata,

1961b:10). Though pigs and chickens have traditionally been used for

ritual purposes, more recently they have been sold to other villages at

market (Lombard, 1980:1). Kandre (1967) suggests that the selling of

pigs and peppers is the result of the influence of Thailand's suppression

of poppy cultivation and trade.

Political Structure and Status Achievement

There is a spirit government, as well as one for men. Though Mien

believe spirits do everything backward from men (e.g. they eat food raw,

while men cook their food), they both agree on the importance of money.

The key to success is the accumulation of wealth. A man may approach

this aim in two ways. He may perform merit-making ceremonies, which all

cost money, thus ensuring a respected position in the spirit world, or

he may achieve status by accumulating silver to gain respect from his
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fellow villagers through evidence of his wealth. Placating spirits does

not give him visual status, for the dealings between a man and his spir-

its are private. A rich man is in a good position to become a village

leader because the quality of virtue is associated with wealth (Kandre,

1967:597).

A headman is not required for a Mien settlement. It is also possible

for Mien to have Hmong and Lahu chiefs. Changes in residence, due to a

search for better agricultural conditions, may be made into already exist-

ing, alien political systems (Kandre, 1967:617).

Village solidarity is promoted by meetings of community leaders.

Distribution and general preparation of fields are decided by informal

meetings between leaders of households (Kandre, 1967:613). Disagreeing

households are free to leave the village community. Criminals may be

exonerated if the victim's relatives are willing to accept financial

retribution (Kandre, 1967:605).

Within the household, a system of institutionalized politeness is

practiced. Basically, the young must respect the elder and women must

revere men of the same generation (Kandre and Kuej, 1965:145). This

strong internal discipline works as an organizing agent and is used to

counteract any deviant behavior before greater political demise may

occur.

Cultural Traits

Conflicting evidence has been published as to the nature of Mien.

Much is not relevant to clothing theory. Two traits may be pertinent

to the study of dress and acculturation.
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Iwata (1961b:15) states that Mien are very curious by nature. They

are keen observers and will handle items readily for close inspection.

Kandre (1967) states that Mien life is goal-oriented and the Mien social-

economic-ritual systems operate on the challenge of intelligent adapta-

tion to changing political conditions. Curiosity and proclivity towards

adaptation may well influence changes in dress in a new cultural environ-

ment.

Cultural Relations

Probably the greatest bond the many minority groups of northern

Laos share is commercial. The Lao are the chief intermediaries and most

cultural positions are formed in relation to the Lao. Iwata (1961b)

avers that the Lao consider the Mien as temporary inhabitants and think

it is natural to make a profit from them. Lao are not willing to deal

with Mien on a political or social level, though they consider Mien 'as

good workers and second in wisdom to the Lao.

Kandre (1967) inferred from his observation that Mien consider them-

selves superior to some hill tribes because of their possession of books,

but inferior to Hmong because of Hmong efforts to send their children to

school. Education seems to be a variable in cultural status.

Other cultural differences exist in desired forms of wealth (e.g.

Mien covet silver, Lamet desire buffaloes and bronze drums) (Kandre,

1967:623). Standard bride-price may be seen as an obstacle that prevents

intermarriage. Mien standard bride-price is generally higher than Hmong

(Iwata, 1961a:15).

Hmong and Mien share a common geography--both in origin and migration--

though Hmong tend to settle at higher elevations. These cultures are
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also similar in their types of ritual and spirit worship. They differ

in language, costume, and tribal identity. They do not necessarily

understand one another, though can communicate through the local trade

dialect (Lombard, 1980:2). Exact cultural parameters remain a mystery

in Southeast Asia.
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Chapter III

PROCEDURE

Introduction

The investigator's primary objectives were:

1) To describe traditional dress of Mien populations in

Southeast Asia.

2) To describe current dress of Mien refugees in Portland, Oregon.

3) To explore the interplay between dress, ethnic identity, and

acculturation.

Four methods of data collection were used: literature survey, ques-

tionnaire,open-endedinterview, and participant observation. The reasons

for including a variety of types of methodology included the investigator's

goal of obtaining as many perspectives as possible, thus increasing the

accuracy and scope of data collection. Also, certain types of information

were deemed best gleaned by specific methods. Because of the variety of

procedures employed, it was hoped that the findings will be applicable

to Mien populations beyond the sample.

Literature Survey

A literature survey was used to provide a basis for the three other

types of methodology. It provided information to supplement traditional

and current dress descriptions gathered from the questionnaire, inter-

view, and observation procedures.
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Data collection was effected by library research, the use of the

interlibrary loan office, and through personal letters. Photographs

were studied as well as written texts.

Questionnaire

Originally, it was thought that respondents could respond in written

form. This was later deemed impractical, for the majority of the inter-

viewees were pre-literate. The questionnaire became a data sheet in

which the investigator recorded oral responses (Appendix A).

Demographic questions were asked to assess: age, sex, birth order,

marital and family status, and to trace the respondent's migration.

These data were used to describe the sample population.

Several questions were chosen in the hope of eliciting information

about change patterns. Artisans, acquisition of goods, production of

items, and the transfer of skills employed were all considered possible

areas subject to acculturative factors.

A question concerning textile activities in Thailand was chosen be-

cause of a reference suggesting an increased awareness of textiles as

being marketable commodities (Calloway, 1980). Refugee camps could pro-

vide an atmosphere cf intense interaction among different ethnic groups.

Mien textiles may well have been influenced by this interaction.

Other questions on the data sheet were coded and used as a measure

of ethnicity. These questions were developed from Keesing's (1966)

stable zones of basic maintenance, security, and interaction systems of

culture. He suggests that there are particular facets of a culture

where stability and change tend to focus. Numerical scores were given to
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respondents in relation to their perceived ethnicity. Endogamy, relig-

ion, holiday celebration, food preference, household living patterns,

and English proficiency were chosen from the data sheet as categories

to indicate levels of ethnicity (Appendix B).

Since all Mien interviewed were married to Mien, endogamy status

could be ascribed to all interviewees. If the spouse was Mien, the re-

spondent was given a 2; if married to a non-Mien, the respondent was

given a 0. The numerical score of 2 was assigned to respondents who

had Mien spouses, rather than a 1, so scores for each category would

carry equal weight.

Animism and Christianity were the two religions used to determine

ethnicity ratings. Since Animism had been part of the Mien way of life

for many centuries and Christianity was a recently introduced phenomenon,

Animism was chosen as an indicator of high ethnicity. Respondents were

assigned a numerical value of 2 if Animist, a 0 if Christian. Even

though each respondent chose one or the other systems of belief, it was

acknowledged that many professed Christians probably were practicing a

combination of the two religions. This concern for the possibility of a

syncretic belief system was represented numerically as 1, though no re-

spondents self-professed the use of both faiths.

The celebration of holidays was used as an ethnicity factor. The

celebration of Mien holidays only received a score of 2; a combination

of Mien and nan-Mien holidays was given a 1, indicating a medium ethnic-

ity value. The non-Mien holidays only category was scored with a 0.

Indication of favorite foods was used as an ethnicity factor. Use

of only Mien food was scored with a 2. A preference for a combination
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of Mien and non-Mien foods was given a 1. If only non-Mien foods were

listed, the respondent was given a 0.

As Western families tend to be nuclear in their set-up, Mien famil-

ies have a history of nuclear-extended family households. This means

that there usually is at least one set of parents living with a married

couple and their children. The respondent received a 2 if his or her

residence was of a nuclear-extended type or a 0 if nuclear.

One of the ethnicity indicators was assigned by the investigator.

English proficiency was perceived rather than self-professed by the inter-

viewees. Reasons for this assessment included the shyness encountered on

the part of the Mien to speak English, let alone profess a degree of

fluency, and the objective to have one set of standards--rather than 30 --

as to what would be considered poor, fair,and fluent English proficiency.

If no or poor English fluency was evident, the investigator assigned the

interviewee a rating of 2. If English proficiency was fair, the respond-

ent received a 1. If the respondent was able to converse with the investi-

gator with limited use of the translator, he or she received a 0, indi-

cating a lower ethnicity rating.

The assigned values in the ethnicity categories were added. Twelve

was the highest score attainable. Twelve was considered a full ethnicity

rating. All other scores were determined partial or representative of

having some influence from cultures outside of Mien.

Specific questions on current clothing use were asked in relation to

secular and non-secular events. Events were chosen to include a variety

of activities in which the respondent may participate (Hao, 1971:42), in

order to address the working hypothesis: Use of traditional dress will
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be more frequent at non-secular events. A balance of secular and non-

secular events was included. Originally, information on clothing use

for eight events was sought; the events labeled "Movie or Other Public

Entertainment"and "Christening or Naming Ceremony" were dropped after

discrepancies developed. Nearly all Mien interviewed had not attended

an American movie, due to language limitations. The concept of public

entertainment other than at the events already listed was also found to

be not pertinent. The investigator was able to elicit information on

dress use at the Mien naming ceremony (Tim Mien Ku), but was unable to

substitute the event of Christening for this ceremony for Christian Mien.

Due to the confusion of these two events, they were deleted.

The six questions asked about clothing were: 1) What do you wear

at home? 2) What do you wear when going to the grocery store? 3) What

do you wear to your job or to school? 4) What do you wear to a wedding?

5) What do you wear to a funeral? and 6) What do you wear toaNewYear's

Celebration? All answers were self-professed. Each respondent was given

a 2 if traditional Mien clothing was used or a 0 if non-Mien dress was

worn. The possibility of a combination of Western, Thai, and/or Mien

styles was acknowledged by the investigator by a score of 1, but was

not professed by the respondents.

The highest score attainable in the clothing use section was twelve.

Respondents with a score of six or above received a high traditional

clothing use rating. Those with scores below six were assigned low

traditional clothing use ratings.
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Selection of Sample

A sample size of 30 was desired for administration of the question-

naire. Members of classes in English as a Second Language (ESL) at Mt.

Hood Community College Annex were used as part of the sample. Members

of a Bible class at Halsey Square Community Center who also spent class

time to learn English were also used. The sample selection was purposive

in nature. Selection of these classes was deemed advisable so that liter-

acy and translation problems could be circumvented by having people (the

teachers of these classes) familiar with transcultural communication

present. Translators were hired and found necessary for both question-

naire and open-ended interview procedures.

Participants were chosen for interviews in a manner similar to that

used for the questionnaire sample. Often, questionnaire respondents

became interviewees as repeated contact initiated new information. When

possible, Mien families were visited in their homes. Information was

gathered until data became repetitive.

Open-ended Interview

Mien Respondents

The purpose of the interview was to gather data concerning dress in

a more in-depth situation than a questionnaire may provide. It also pro-

vided an opportunity for the interviewee to speak to the things he deemed.

important. Detailed information on the production of costume was-ac-

quired in this manner.

Linton (1963) states that change will not occur unless advantage in

prestige or economy is resulted. The open-ended interview provided a
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means of gathering information concerning not only what has changed,

but why it has changed. Information about persons who are instrumental

or resistant to change was also sought.

Butler (1970) notes that there are embroidery patterns that can be

traced back through ancestral migrations to southern China. By finding

out what is remembered of these patterns and how they were transferred

through generations, the investigator hoped to establish a means of

exploring the interplay between dress, ethnic identity, and acculturation.

Non-Mien Respondents

Information was sought from people knowledgeable of Mien culture.

Three interviews resulted:

1) Elizabeth Ciz, a Portland resident, has taught classes in mar-

keting at Portland Community College specifically for Hmong

and Mien women so they can sell their textile work here in the

United States.

2) Sylvia Lombard, a missionary who had served in a Mien village

in the Chiengrai Province in northernThailandfor 15years, was

an excellent resource. Not only did she provide many insights

into Mien life, but served as translator and liaison between the

investigator and the Portland Mien. Her authorship of The Yao-

.English Dictionary provided first-hand knowledge of accepted

spelling of terms of a language so recently adopted in written

form.

3) Lois Calloway, also involved in missionary service, has lived

in Thailand for 32 years. Knowledge of her extensive work in
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Thai refugee camps with Lao Mien (many of whom later became

Portland Mien) involved in textile production and sales was

very helpful.

Comparisons of these interviews elicited differences of Mien culture be-

tween geographical locations.

Participant Observation

Participant observation was chosen to give the investigatora chance

to view traditional dress and record it through observation and photo-

graphic methods. It was hoped that this approach would ensure data col-

lection if language problems occurred. It also provided a means of entry,

for camera and note-taking procedures that originally were thought might

cause feelings of discomfort in an interview situation. Photography was

found to cause no discomfort; in fact, it often provided entryinto homes

by the promise of a printed photograph in exchange for information about

costume.

The Mien New Year Celebration and a wedding feast were chosen for

observation, as well as everyday events, so information gleaned would be

representative of both secular and non-secular events.

Analysis

Findings were compiled and analyzed in terms of the primary objec-

tives. Descriptions of Mien traditional and current dress were compiled.

In addressing the third objective (the exploration of the interplay

between dress, ethnic identity, and acculturation) comparisons were made

between Mien traditional and current dress. The answers to questions
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relating to ethnicity were evaluated in terms of the changes between

Mien traditional and current dress. Sex and age differentiation were

noted.

A chi-square statistic was used to test a relationship between

ethnicity and clothing use from the numerical scores obtained from the

data sheets. It was determined that due to the sample size and nature

of data collection, it would not be advisable to single out specific

categories of the" ethnicity or clothing use measures (Appendix B) for

statistical testing.
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Chapter IV

FINDINGS

Introduction

Mien costume is distinct from other Southeast Asian dress. The

adult female's costume is especially singular (Plate 1). Facets of this

costume render the Mien easily identifiable.

Common to Mien dress of both sexes and any age group is the use of

specific raw materials and textile techniques. Availability of raw mater-

ials is geographically dependent. Furthermore,raw materials are subject

to the purchase power of the buyer. The knowledge of certain textile

techniques may also be geographically dependent. As migrations have

occurred, new contacts have introduced influences resulting in adapta-

tions.

Mien terminology follows the English headings in this section. It

is important to notethat Mien--as a written language--is in a state of

flux. Mien listings for these words reflect spellings considered appro-

priate for the present data. No doubt words will change as linguists

cope with transferring a tonal language into Roman script. For guidance

in word structure and pronunciation, the reader is referred to Sylvia

Lombard's work: The Yao-English Dictionary.
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Plate 1. Mien women in traditional dress
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Raw Materials

Cloth (dia)

The basic black cotton cloth that Mien use to make their costume

is often referred to as homespun. Though this fabric name is usually

associated with wool, it is an appropriate description, for its other

qualities are characteristic of homespun cloth. The fabric is hand-woven

from hand-spun yarns. Selvages are irregular. Slubs are created from

the irregular diameter of the hand-spun yarns. It is a plain weave fab-

ric that is woven loosely enough to allow the counting of warp and weft

threads--a quality mandatory for the type of embroidery employed by the

Mien.

Mien do not weave their own cloth. The Tai Lu---a lowland people of

Burma--grow their own cotton, spin the fibers, and weave the cloth pur-

chased by the Mien (Calloway, 1982). The desire for this specific cloth

has caused anxiety among people working'with Mien textile production.

The importation of this fabric into Thailand is illegal. Exchanges of

bribes and cloth along the Burmese-Thai border are common. When one

woman, prominent in Mien textile production in Thailand, pleaded with

the Thai government to lift the ban on importation, she was advised

that though the government desired to comply with her request, they couldn't

because the bribes provided their border guards with toomuchextra income.

Modification of the ruling and compensation procedures would prove too

expensive (Calloway, 1982).

Though substitutions of this cloth have been suggested, Mien prefer

this specific homespun. When asked why this cloth was used, answers

were primarily twofold: 1) "It is the most pretty", and/or 2) "It is
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traditional". The base cloth is not available in the United States. It

is becoming difficult to acquire in Thailand and the quality seems to be

deteriorating. :An eight-yard bolt of goad quality_ cloth costs around

$30.00. Portland Mien depend on relatives and friends in Thailand to

send them fabric. Since shipping costs make this route very expensive,

substitutions have been sought for the Portland Mien, though without

apparent success.

Campbell (1978:104) states that Mien are the only hill tribe that

do not spin, dye, or weave, but may have had this knowledge in the past.

Portland Mien, originally from northern Laos, do have knowledge of dye-

ing. They would buy the cloth white at market and use vegetal sources

to get the desired dark blue or black color. Informants suggested that

indigo was the dye source. Dyeing of threads for embroidery was also a

common practice.

Some current leaders of Mien textile programs in Thailand (primarily

in refugee camps) buy their cloth from Chieng Mai dealers. The cloth

will be bought white by the dealer, then dyed with a colorfast German

oil dye before resale (Calloway), 1982).

Individual buyers of cloth will dye (nyomc) their own cloth. It is

a tedious process. The cloth must be soaked and boiled in wood ashes

ten times. This leaching process is done so the cloth will accept the

dye. The cloth is then soaked in a dye bath for five days.

Clothing that employs the black cotton homespun includes any item

that has embroidery applied to it. Though men's pants and women's coats

are not embroidered, it is also the traditional fabric used for these

garments.
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Other cloths are employed for the applique work. Since the count-

ing of threads is no longer a factor, these cloths may be more closely

woven. Plain, tightly-woven cotton cloth of blue, red, white, and

black is used predominantly.

Embroidery Thread (fei)

Many Portland Mien are originally from the Muong Sing area which is

near the Chinese border. Many of the colored silk threads used for em-

broidery were bought from the Chinese. Some threads were dyed with pow-

ders obtained from the Chinese. Colors were regulated by the strength of

the powder or.the time of soaking. Some shades were made from natural

resources such as tree bark. The dyes of the older garments made in Laos

are not colorfast. One respondent thought that it was the dye of the

base cloth, rather than the dye of the embroidery threads, that causes

the color to run.

The garments made by Lao Mien in Thai refugee camps are much more

colorfast. The yarns and cloth supplied to these camps are usually dyed

with synthetic dyes. Changes in color of embroidery thread have occurred.

In Thailand, a light aqua-colored thread was introduced by the leader of

a tribal craft program. The color was liked by the Mien for its aesthetic

quality and colorfastness. This color replaced the whitish-blue color

used as the predominant color in many garments. The whitish-blue thread

used previously was simply white cotton touched with blueing powder.

After several washings, the blueing would fade. Its advantage is that

it was much cheaper than the aqua thread. Arguments concerning what is

the most aesthetically pleasing, what is traditionally correct, and what

is most prestigious continue between Mien and non-Mien alike.
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Embroidery thread is also used to make the braid that borders the

applique work and garment edges. Regular cotton or silk thread is used

for basting.

Pompon Yarn

A thicker, several ply yarn is used to make the collar of the woman's

coat. it is also used to make the tassels and pompons found on the baby

hats, coats, and handbags. Campbell (1978:85) states these yarns are of

wool. Calloway (1982) avers their origin is Chinese. Early yarns used

were probably obtained from Chinese merchants. They were thinner with

more string-like strands. Later, British Anchor yarns and threads ap-

peared in local markets and Mien adopted their use. Some of these yarns

tended to stick together and make unsightly bunches; Mien preferred

those types that did not cling, but stayed loose and even (Lombard, 1982).

Portland Mien have continued using yarns of similar size and texture, but

will readily use what is available without limitations as to fiber con-

tent.

Silver (nyaanh)

Coins, cast buttons, clasps, wrapped yarns, bells, and bangles may

all be media for the application of silver to costume. It is often in-

corporated in a closure system. Silver is a sign of wealth. It is

highly valued and may be the determining factor in deciding one's status

(Campbell, 1978:198).

Mien silversmiths (nyaanh dzaangc) provide the proper shapes and

sizes of silver costume additions. Though Mien originally mined their

own silver, it eventually became a trade item due to restrictions at new
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locations. The silver tradition carries on in the United States.

Portland Mien have purchased U.S. silver ingots. Several respondents

would show the investigator their silver stash but asked that evidence

of wealth not be revealed to other Mien. Besides the use as an addi-

tive to garments, silver is--of course--used in jewelry.

Miscellaneous Materials

Precious stones, seeds, shells, beads, and mica may also be used

on garments as applied design (Newman, 1977:42). Seeds may be encased

in cloth, then used as a tassel to crown a baby hat. Marbles may be

used as a base around which a tassel is knotted.

Such miscellaneous materials may be found on baby hats, at the top

of coat slits, the center back of coats (bok fin), on the swangx pwix,

and near the borders of garments.

Textile Techniques

Embroidery (tshongx tshongx)

There are three basic embroidery techniques used by the Mien. The

first is a series of parallel running stitches that gives an in-laid

weave effect. The second has been called a horizontal cross-stitch

(Newman, 1977:44). The stitch does not actually cross; however, it does

give this effect. The four arms of the "cross" are embroidered separately

and are aligned with the grain of the cloth. The third stitch is a

diagonal cross-stitch. It produces an X which crosses the warp and weft

yarns of the base cloth at a 45° angle.
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Figure A. Embroidery Techniques
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Drawings taken from garments
to show embroidery constructions

a. "Swinging Gibbon" - paral-
lel running stitches

b. "Hunter's Blind" - hori-
zontal cross-stitch

c. "Sawteeth" - diagonal
cross-stitch

The oldest designs are achieved by the first two embroidery tech-

niques. Campbell (1978) suggests that these three techniques are chrono-

logical in development. One of the widely used patterns, "Hunter's

Blind", probably developed later because it utilizes both the parallel

running stitches and the horizontal cross-stitch.

Others argue that use of the oldest patterns may not necessarily dis-

avow knowledge of other techniques. The older patterns are certainly

cheaper to produce. It takes twice as much thread to do the diagonal

cross-stitch as the other two kinds of embroidery (Calloway, 1982).

Cloth is worked from the back with a metal embroidery needle (sim).

The Mien term for the "right side" of the cloth is kaih diav-maengx

which literally translates as "underneath side". What Westerners term

the "wrong side" of the cloth, Mien call kuhngwaaiz-maenax or "top side".

Associations of direction seem to be in terms of production rather than

the finished product.

Mien girls start their training in embroidery skills around the age

of five years. The ancient designs are the first designs they learn

(Butler, 1970:3; Campbell, 1978:106). Portland Mien confirm this;
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however, fewer mothers are teaching their daughters the necessary skills.

When asked why, most respondents defined a relationship between embroid-

ery learning and school. Now that Portland Mien girls are going to pub-

lic schools, they have no time to learn embroidery. Most Mien readily

admit that these skills will be lost after this generation is gone.

At present, the quality of a woman's embroidery is relevant to how

she is seen by the rest of the Mien community. Though some costume parts

are traditional in color and placement, others are composed under the

artist's discretion. Choice of colors, placement, and the initiation

of new designs are areas open to individual creativity. Traditionally,

a woman's choice of colors and the quality of her workmanship was said

to reveal her personality (Campbell, 1978:106). Butler (1970) suggests

a relationship between a woman's textile finesse and her marriage-

ability. Portland Mien confirm this.

Over 100 Mien embroidery designs are known. The production of some

of the more complex patterns confer prestige. "Tiger Skin", being com-

plex and requiring extra thread to execute, is one such design, for only

a woman with extra time and money can complete it (Campbell, 1978:106).

Several designs have developed from "Tiger Skin". Artisans may take parts

of the whole motif to use in a smaller area. Portland Mien say "Tiger's

Claw" originated in this manner. "Tiger Skin" (and its fragmentations)

is a very popular design of the Portland Mien.

Embroidery designs may be subject to fashion. Several designs have

lost their popularity and have fallen into disuse. "Pumpkin Cut: When

Young" is one such design. Portland Mien also term other designs as

"old-fashioned".
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New designs, such as "Tiger Tail", may be fragmentations of older

designs or design concepts. They also may be similar in form to older

designs but related to new technology as new associations occur. One

such design is "Handle of Scissors". One informant said these two de-

signs were only a few years old and were learned in a refugee camp in

Thailand.

Most designs seem to illustrate natural phenomena. Environment is

a key ingredient in motif nomenclature.

Butler (1970), Newman (1977), and Campbell (1978) all proclaim that

the embroidery designs carry years of mythological and historical dialogue

in their stitches. Each pattern is said to recall a legend, historic

occasion, or culture belief (Campbell, 1978:106). The Portland Mien did

not convey these associations to the investigator. Many respondents

either denied knowledge of symbolic associations or said they were lost

long ago. One example is the use of the tiger for needlework inspiration.

Butler (1970) refers to tigers as having a special place in Mien society.

They are the soldiers of the theocracy in the spirit world. When asked

why so many of their embroidery patterns are named after tigers, the

Portland Mien--Animist and Christian alike--would only answer that they

admire the tiger for its beauty and strength.

Origin of some patterns is in doubt. Some designs the Mien will

say are definitely Hmong and vice versa. Some patterns are named after

the Hmong, such as "Meo Child" or "MeoForks". Other designs are sources

for argument, as Honing and Mien both claim responsibility for initiation

(Calloway, 1982).
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Traditionally, there were five main colors and definite proportions

Mien women used to produce their patterns: two reds, one yellow, one

green, and one blue. Changes in color and pattern have been initiated

as a result of Lao Mien coming into contact with Thai Mien and refugee

camp program leaders. Earlier styles, made in Laos, have less color

used in the embroidery, less coverage of surface area motif, more use

of horizontal cross-stitch, and more use of bluish-white yarn. Later

styles, made in Thai refugee camps, became much more colorful, with the

incorporation of overall patterns and the introduction of new diagonal

cross-stitch patterns.

Applique (dia-pyangh)

Applique work is found on nearly all Mien garments except the tur-

ban and the pants. It may be incorporated as an overall design or as a

trim to border a garment.

To make the overall patterns, an artisan is usually hired. Several

informants stated the difficulty in making these applique forms. Some of

the designs are named after tigers, some flowers.

The artisan does not use a template when initiating a design. She

cuts (japv) a paper pattern, creating the motif as she cuts. This pro-

cess is comparable to Western "snowflake" cutting. She will then place

this pattern onto the black homespun cloth to see if the pattern fits

the space intended. If pleased, she will then baste the paper pattern

to a piece of light, closely-woven cotton cloth. Red is the preferred

color, though dark blue is sometimes used. This type of cloth may be

purchased locally. Several Portland informants said they had purchased
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their cloth at the local Fred Meyer store. The applique piece is cut out,

basted down on the black cloth, and secured with braid (Plate 2).

Applique production may be considered a special occupation in the

Mien community. Those who are able to produce good designs are respected

for their work. One artisan said she was usually paid $60.00 for design-

ing and executing the applique and making and applying the braid forme

garment.

The applique process does not appear to be new. Several of the

oldest and most treasured garments bore this process. One family showed

the investigator a textile--a cloth for a pack horse--that was said to

be over 100 years old. It was elaborately appliqued and was one of the

few items the family was able to take out of Laos.

Other treasured items included several pair of cloth boots that were

also embellished with applique. Both pair of boots belonged to elderly

Mien, were worn at their weddings, and were expected to be worn at burial. .

Applique is also used as a decorative edge. This technique consists

of layering thin strips of cloth of red, white, blue, and/or black to get

a series of stripes to be used as a trim. This process is most often

found on the sleeve edge of the male or female's coat.

Braiding (hwatv or binz)

Applique pieces are bordered with braid. This process requires spe--

cial knowledge to produce. Often, applique artisans also have knowledge

of braiding. An eight-strand braid is produced with the aid of eight

bamboo bobbins weighted by coins (Plate 3). The top threads are anchored

and the eight bobbins are passed over and under each other to interlace



Plate 2. Securing of basted applique pieces with braid

Plate 3. Making braid
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the threads. Braiding tools are generally passed down from mother to

daughter. The bamboo bobbins may need to be replaced as they wear out

from use.

Several colors of braid are produced. White is the most common

color used to border the applique pieces. Yellow and green are also

employed, primarily for center embellishment of the applique motifs.

Other Applied Design

Methods for attachment of miscellaneous materials depend on the

item to be attached. Coins and shells, for example, are drilled so they

may be secured with thread.

Another common addition to costume is silver wire. The wire must

first be wrapped around silk threads intermittently so that a unique

edging is formed. This is then secured to the edges of pants, coats,

baby hats, and swangx pwix. Silver-wrapped threads are also commonly

combined with silver chains and draped on the woman's turban or over her

Shoulders.

MMIIIMISMIllbiessr1111101

Figure B. Silver-wrapped Threads

Traditional Adult Female Dress

Introduction

Traditionally, Mien women wear pants, a sash, a coat, a turban,

jewelry, and a garment that may be worn as an apron or a cape. Each
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woman usually has three changes of clothes. The oldest set of garments

was worn for everyday wear, while the newest and most elaborate items

were saved for special occasions. Portland Mien are making new Mien

garments, though these items are predominantly for Mien celebrations;

Western wear has largely replaced traditional dress for everyday wear.

Since some of the garments may take over a year to produce and are quite

costly, these items carry with them a great deal of prestige and pride.

Pants (houx)

Mien women wear trousers which are purposely baggy. Mien feel

tight-fitting clothes to be immodest. Mien trousers are also baggy

from a practical standpoint. Much Mien work involves squatting. Women's

and men's pants are designed for comfort and freedom (Lombard, 1982).

The pants consist of two rectangular leg panels that are elaborately em-

broidered. After both pant legs are finished, they are sewn to seat,

waist, and inside leg pieces to complete the construction of the gar-

ment (Plate 4).

Each embroidered panel consists of two areas. The area from approxi-

mately the ankle to the knee is called houx-tsaux. Traditionally, spec-

ific embroidery patterns are employed to cover this section of material.

The first five rows of embroidery patterns for this section are called

tshongx jyemh. From the knees up, the space is called houx-sin, meaning

pants body. The more modern types of embroidery employed in this area

on the new pants are called tshongx nyetv.

Much mystery surrounds the origins of the traditional patterns that

make up the first rows of the pant legs (Plate 5). Lyons (1977:11) calls



Plate 4. Embroidered pants
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these patterns "Ancient Ones" and suggests they were originally Meo

(hmang) but later were adopted by the Mien. Nothing the investigator

has found corroborates this idea.

The Thai Mien use several different embroidery motifs for the lower

pant section which are different from those used by the Lao Mien. Butler

(1970)--who collected her data in Thailand--lists "Thorn of the Full-

Blown Flower", "Finishing Touch", "Gibbon", and "Hou Kouang Country" as

the traditional patterns used for the houx-tsaux. ("Hou Kouang Country"

was named after an ancient province in China; Mien left this area in

the latter 14th century.) Butler (1970) reports that these five tradi-

tional designs were mentioned and described (in Chinese) in ancient Mien

clan books. She could not verify this, but also stated that many of the

old clan books had been destroyed.

Lao Mien use "The Pumpkin Vine" pattern as a substitute for "Finish-

ing Touch", "Hou Kouang Country" and "Thorn of the Full-Blown Flower"

(Calloway, 1982). They do use "Gibbon" and "Hunter's Blind". "Hunter's

Blind" is commonly used as a filler row. It is worked by the horizontal

cross-stitch technique while the other motifs are produced by the.parallel

running stitches.

The pant panel is always embroidered in a certain order. The bottom

rows are done first. The borders of the first five rows are executed with

rows of slanted satin stitch. This slanted border stitch is often used

as a means of identifying Mien work (Ciz, 1982). After these areas are

delineated, the first, third, and fifth rows are completed respectively.

"Hunter's Blind" is used to fill in the second and fourth rows, again

beginning on the row that is closest to the bottom edge of the pant leg.



Plate 5. houx-tsaux older version Plate 6. houx-tsaux newer version
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Throughout this process, the artisan will review the design, color, and

balance of her work.

The two rows of "Hunter's Blind" have recently been replaced in sev-

eral pant legs by rows of diagonal cross-stitch using the motif called

"Tiger's Claw" (Plate 6). This has brought about a major change in color,

balance, and overall appearance of the lower pant leg. Whether this

change is transient or permanent remains to be seen.

Color division of the patterns used in the houx-tsaux produces intrigu-

ing effects. A predominant color is chosen. This usually was bluish-white

for the older garments or light aqua for those newer garments produced

in the Thai refugee camps or in the United States. Mien will ofen em-

broider with black thread on rectangular squares of black cloth. The visi-

bility of these areas requires close scrutiny. When asked why this pro-

cess was done when it was so difficult to see, Portland Mien indicated

that subtlety was a desired quality and those who took the time to look

closely would see the designs.

After the houx-tsaux is completed, the houx-sin is embroidered.

Traditionally, these patterns were of the horizontal cross-stitch and

parallel running stitch techniques which reintroduced "Hunter's Blind"

as a filler row. Later, pant legs used a great deal of diagonal cross.-

stitch and colorful patterns. While the houx-tsaux is generally static

in design, the patterns of the houx-sin are up to the artist's discretion.

After one pant leg is completed, the other is done. Replication of

embroidery patterns is desired. Because patterns are produced by counted

cross-stitch, size of design is dependent upon how loosely the fabric is

woven. When two lengths of fabric are of different densities, revisions- -

such as the deletion or addition of a row of embroidery--may be improvised.
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Changes in color may also be initiated in response to availability

of yarns and dyes, or the ability of the artisan to match colors. Experi-

mentation with new dyes may also be employed by executing designs in

places not easily seen. In this way, the artisan can explore possibil-

ities for future garments. As long as the overall appearance is not

greatly altered, these changes are acceptable.

After the two panels are finished and extra pieces are sewn in for

fitting, a border of silver-wrapped yarn may be added along the ankle

cuffs. The pants are held up by the sash which is wound several times

around the waist.

Sash (lagc sin)

Mien women wear a sash which is approximately 18 inches wide and

four to six yards in length. It is cut on straight of grain of the

fabric. Embroidery is applied to each end of the sash. Often the em-

broidery will be so well executed that the cloth is nearly reversible.

Mien do not knot their embroidery thread ends, but hide them. This is

one distinction the Portland Mien make between themselves and the Hmong.

They say: "The Hmong waste thread".

The sash not only serves the function of holding up the pants, but

is also used to tuck in the front panels of the coat. This ensures that

the embroidery finesse of the wearer will be seen. The sash is usually

wrapped around the waist four times, with the embroidered ends allowed to

hang freely down the back. The sash is worn over the coat.

Coat (lwi)

The woman's coat has several distinct features. There is embroid-

ery on the back neck piece and the front opening of the coat, but it is
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not seen by the casual observer. It is hidden by the primary distinguish-

ing feature of the coat--the large red-fringed collar (lwi-kwan) which

borders the neck edge and front area down to the waist (Plate 7). The

lwi-kwan is made by securing clusters of red yarn around the neck edge.

This process is called kwan lwi-kwan.

The lwi-kwan is always red (sialv), though the Mien color spectrum

defines an acceptable red from orange to magenta. When asked why red is

always the color chosen for the collar, the Portland Mien will answer that

red is the Mien color.

The development of the lwi-kwan is a mystery, though its initiation

is deemed fairly recent. Upon viewing pictures of the Vietnamese Mien

(who do not have the lwi-kwan), the Portland Mien announce: "They dress

like we used to dress".

Portland Mien state that the lwi-kwan worn in Laos was much smaller.

One informant thought that after contact with the Thai Mien, the collar

became larger. After this contact, the collar became so large it was im-

practical to wear. A relationship between the size of the collar and

prestige developed.

Another respondent felt that the collar grew larger as contacts were

made with non-Mien groups. Since the collar was often cited as a means

of identifying the Mien, they made this characteristic of their costume

more visible. Also at this time, Mien were learning Lao and Thai dances.

Since they had no formal dances of their own, this emulation gave them a

chance to show off their extravagant costume, thus expressing their iden!-

tity as distinct from other groups.
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Plate 7. Embroidery under lwi-kwan with silver clasp

Plate 8. Turban back with twisted silver strands
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Portland Mien who still wear their traditional dress for everyday

wear will use the lwi-kwan as a pin cushion for their embroidery needle.

One will often see a strand of embroidery thread hanging from this ruff.

The coat itself is made of four pieces of cloth. It has no shoulder

seams. It is lined so all seams are enclosed. The sides are slit to the

waist. Tassels (datv gingh gouh tawv) and silver bangles are often at-

tached to the top of these slits. A center back tassel (bok fin) is

attached from the back neck area, though this type of adornment is not as

evident as it once was. Campbell (1978:158) describes the bok fin as

bridal wear. One Portland respondent remembered her mother making one

after she had been born and thought that brides were not the only users.

The sleeves (lwi-mweiz) of the coat are edged in appliqued strips.

Applique also edges the hem (dia hxn) and slit areas of the side seams.

A border of silver-wrapped yarns finishes off all garment edges.

When it is worn, the front panels--literally translated as the

coat's whiskers--cross in front and tie in the back. The ends are tucked

into the sash. A silver clasp aids in securing the coat at the neckline

(Plate 7).

Turban (mh gawngv-peu)

The turban consists of a length of cloth that is approximately five

to six yards in length and 18 inches wide. Like the sash, both ends are

embroidered. Several additional spots of embroidery may be sporadically

placed. The embroidered areas are arranged with great care in the wrap-

ping process so they will be visible when worn. The end of the sash is

tucked into the previous folds (Plate 8).
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An inner turban (mh gawngv-dzutv) may be worn under the outer turban.

This headdress is much shorter than the outer turban and is free from

embellishment. Its function is to provide the foundation for the outer

turban and to keep the outer turban clean by absorbing perspiration from

the head. Portland Mien sometimes use a knit stocking cap in place of,

or in addition to, the inner turban. Though the outer turban is black,

the inner turban may be red. Calloway (1982) states that the young Mien

women used to wear red turbans like the men.

The method of wrapping of turbans is geographically dependent. In

the Muong Sing area of Laos, turbans are wrapped tightly in a figure

eight motion. Because of this wrapping, silver strands can be placed on

the headdress for added decoration. In the Luang Prabang district of

Laos, turbans are wrapped more loosely in a circular motion. This wrap-

ping style does not allow for the addition of silver chains.

Silver chain and silver-wrapped yarns are added in a figure eight

pattern around the turban that is wrapped to allow silver additions

(Plate 9). Proper alignment is considered a desired quality. If the

strands are too long, they may be twisted in the back before the silver

is secured by a pin attached to a silver bangle (Plate 8).

In Southeast Asia, a Mien woman is rarely seen outside her home

without her turban. It is also considered good grooming that no hair

shows from under the turban (Campbell, 1978:163).

Turbans are quite heavy once wrapped. The elder Portland Mien women

have kept their turbans since coming to the United States. They say they

get cold or feel naked without the turban's weight. The younger women

use the turban only for ceremonial occasions. Use over long periods of



Plate 9. Turban front with silver strands
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time may cause headaches. The elder women are quite dextrous in wrapping;

the younger women have more difficulty. Some must wrap their turbans

several times before they are satisfied with their appearance.

Cape/Baby Carrier (swangx pwix)

There are two types of swangx pwix. They are basically of the same

form, though one is much more highly embellished than the other. The

functions of the two are different. One is a ceremonial cape (Plate 10),

and the other is a baby carrier (Plate 11). Though the ceremonial cape

may be used as a baby carrier, it rarely serves this function. Its pri-

mary purpose is one of display. It is a statement of wealth, status,

and textile expertise. The ceremonial swangx pwix is the garment most

desired by the Portland Mien to be photographed. Production of these

capes is laborious and complex; thus much pride in workmanship is associ-

ated with this garment.

Originally, the swangx pwix was worn as a decorative apron (Campbell,

1978:130). As the embroidery on the woman's pants became more elaborate,

the apron became a cape, thus ensuring a full view of the pants. The

investigator observed no Portland Mien using this garment as an apron.

Calloway (1982) states that the Thai Mien never wore this garment as an

apron, but the Lao Mien did. As Lao Mien migrated into Thailand and pants

became more elaborate, perhaps this practice diminished.

Cape production is broken down into several processes. First, a

rectangular piece of black homespun is cut for the base. Embroidery

patterns are chosen and executed in specific sections of the rectangle.

A greater concentration of embroidery is placed near the top of the rec-

tangle. Several other mid-section areas are then embroidered. The



Plate 10. Ceremonial swangx pwix Plate 11. Everyday swangx pwix
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tiger-related patterns are very popular with the artisans of the newer

swangx pwix. Several sources said that "Tiger's Footprint" had its

genesis on the swangx pwix. Later, this pattern was fragmented and pat-

terns such as "Tiger's Eyebrow" ensued.. Artisans of the older garments

made in Laos employed more horizontal cross-stitch patterns (e.g.

"Playing Kittens").

Nearly all Mien women are able to complete the embroidery, though

they usually hire experts to complete the next step--the applique secured

by braiding. After the applique and braid are put on, a top cross-piece

which is embellished with ribbon and braid is attached. Velvet ribbons

have become very popular with the Portland Mien; the texture of velvet is

prized. Tucks are taken in the larger rectangle before it is sewn to

the cross-piece. This allows the upper edge to fit more closely to the

body. This process is done with special care to enhance the embroidery

patterns on this upper edge.

After the cross-piece is sewn, two wide, tapered straps that will

encircle the body are sewn to the cross-piece. These are decorated with

more applique and cloth strips. Tassels and strung beads are attached

to the end pieces.

The finishing process for the swangx pwix is the addition of silver.

Silver tassels, bells, and bangles are sewn to the garment which make

the wearer pleasantly audible. Cast buttons (laqc khaux) and coins are

lavishly sewn to the cloth strips on the top cross-piece and to the ap-

plique flower pieces. Burmese rupees were sought by Mien silversmiths

to use in making buttons and jewelry (Lombard, 1982). French Lao coins

are highly prized by the Portland Mien. Dates of issue noted were 1913
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and 1927. Use of American coins on garments made in the United States

was not evident, though Hmong in Portland have initiated this practice.

Silver wire (nyaanh finx) is wrapped around yarns, then used to encircle

and completely border the cape.

The swangx pwix is worn on the back with ties crossing in front,

then crossing at waist level in the back, then being secured at waist

level in front (Plate 12). With the addition of so much silver, the

ceremonial cape is quite heavy and tends to slip on the wearer, espec-

ially if the wearer is dancing. Safety pins are often employed to

secure the cape to the coat to keep it from slipping.

Types of ceremonial occasions where the swangx pwix would be worn

include weddings, funerals, and the New Year's Celebration. They are

also worn at cultural events where the Mien are asked to display their

costume.

The everyday swangx pwix performs another purpose in Mien society.

This garment is for everyday use and functions as a baby carrier. The

child is secured to the mother's back, leaving her arms free to continue

her daily tasks. This garment is not specifically for mothers. The

investigator noted several instances where the father or grandmother

shared child care responsibilities and used the swangx pwix (Plate 11).

Children seem to enjoy the close contact with parents; many take their

afternoon naps secured in this position.

The baby is fastened to the mother's back with the aid of an inner

carrier (swangx eiaj) which consists of a smaller piece of cloth that

has long strips that tie over, around, and under the baby. (Eiaj is the

verb to carry things on the back, be they baskets, other loads, or babies.)

This garment has no fancy work on it, for no one would see it.
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Plate 12. Fastening the swangx pwix
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The outside carrier has embroidery and applique on it, but no

silver. The lack of silver provides optimum comfort for the child. It

is placed over the baby, the straps are crossed in front, then wrapped

over the baby, crossed on the baby's back, then brought under the baby's

legs, and tied securely at the front of the mother. This practical gar-

ment has been retained for everyday use and is often worn with Western

clothing.

The everyday swangx pwix may be used to perform other cultural

functions. The investigator noted on one older version, a cloth nodule.

It was made by the tying of a string around a section of cloth. This is

an Animist custom. When the child is ill, this practice is employed in

the hope of bringing the spirit of the child back to the child's body,

for a wandering spirit is thought to cause illness. Since this garment

is closely associated with the child, it is used in this ceremony. Mien

will keep these knots tied in the swangx pwix as a record of the child's

illness.

Leg and Footwear

Leggings (lamb paeng)

Everyday leggings are not worn by the Portland Mien, but were re-

membered. They were described as being black, about four inches in width,

and wound around the leg area between the foot and just under the pant

leg. They were free from embroidery. The primary purpose of these leg-

gings was for warmth. Portland Mien wear Western legwear. Cloth tube

socks are commonly worn if warmth is desired. Young women will wear

nylon hose for dressier occasions. Western legwear has become accepted

wear with Mien traditional wear.
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The investigator was shown leggings that were worn for a wedding.

These also have fallen into disuse within the last generation. Descrip-

tions of wedding attire will be dealt with in a later section.

Shoes

Shoes were not mandatory in Laos and Thailand. Mien would wear

Chinese cloth shoes, thongs, or, more often, go barefoot. It was thought

that inclement weather in Oregon had forced the Portland Mien to adopt

the use of footwear. Calloway (1982) avers that this is incorrect, that

some Mien come from colder climates than Oregon and still go barefoot.

She states that shoes--at least initially--were worn for status reasons.

Chinese cloth shoes were a status symbol. Mountain trails in Laos and

Thailand were steep and difficult. Bare feet were superior to shoes in

securing footing on slippery trails (Lombard, 1982). Canvas shoes are

very popular with the Portland Mien. It is common to see a woman in com-

plete ceremonial garb with gym socks and tennis shows adorning her feet

(Plate 13). The Western concept of formal and informal wear has not been

realized by many Mien. The teenage girls who go to high school seem to

be more conscious of Western fashion. When they dress in their tradi-

tional clothes, they will wear nylon hose and sandals which usually

have between a two and four inch heel.

Cloth Boots (panb zia waab)

Cloth bootswere-inthepossession of several elderly Mien. They were

worn only for very special occasions. Elaborate applique and braiding

adorn these ankle-high boots. They are usually made by mothers or grand-

mothers and given as a gift to a bride or groom who will continue their
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Plate 13. Woman from Luang Prabang. 72-year-
old woman in traditional dress,
holding shoulder bag from Luang
Prabang district and wearing Western
leg and footwear.
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use at special events. One 72-year-old respondent showed the investiga-

tor a well-worn pair and conveyed her plan to wear them when she was

buried. These boots had already fallen into disuse by younger genera-

tions in Southeast Asia. Their continued existence and use in Portland

is unlikely.

Jewelry

Neck piece (jaang-waanh)

Earrings (mhnawmh hyun)

Bracelet (puaz-sei-jaang-limc)

Ring (puaz-dogv-dzaeng)

Heavy silver chokers, bracelets, and earrings are prized by the

Mien. The silver must be engraved for identification purposes. Identifi-

cation characters are in Chinese script. When asked if the silversmith

must know Chinese to practice his craft, the Portland Mien said this was

true.

Silver ingots were purchased on the market in Southeast Asia and

then handed over to a Mien silversmith to make the jewelry. Portland

Mien have purchased U.S. ingots. These they will give to a Portland

Mien silversmith who will fashion jewelry for them. The silversmith may

also be asked to cast silver buttons that adorn the baby hats, capes, and

bags. They will also make various types of bangles that will adorn cos-

tume. The silversmith's most common commission is for the crescent-

shaped earrings that are prized by the Mien women. Enameled rings are

also common. Rings may be a gift from a groom, but are not necessarily

part of the wedding ceremony.
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Accessories

Mien women use shoulder bags (Plate 13). They are made from two

rectangular pieces of cloth for the body of the bag and a strap piece.

In southeast Asia, Lao cloth was bought at the market and then embel-

lished with embroidery, applique, and/or pompons in the Mien style.

The number and placement of embellishments are geographically dependent.

Other bags are made from black homespun and completely embroidered.

These bags are used daily, for Mien find much practical use for them.

Smaller purses are evident. They are usually made from black home-

spun and elaborately embroidered. Silver, money, or important papers

may be carried in them. Since production of these bags involved shorter

time commitments due to their size, these purses became popular items to

sell. In recent years new technology--such as zippers--has been added

to make these purses more marketable (Plate 14).

Body Modification

Teeth

Mien women may have teeth plated with gold. This work was most

likely done in Southeast Asia by a Chinese dentist. it is considered

prestigious to show one's wealth in this manner. Calloway (1982) avers

that one can tell among Mien adults who are wealthy by their absence of

teeth; lack of sanitary conditions and dangerous procedures in dental

gold plating frequently cause loss of teeth.

Application of colored enamel to the teeth was evident in Portland.

This work was also done in Southeast Asia. When asked why such work was

performed, Mien have answered that: 1) they feel it is aesthetically
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Plate 14. Purse with zipper
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pleasing; and 2) they felt that it was a secure place to keep one's

wealth to guard against theft.

Hair

Mien women leave their hair uncut and tie it in a top-knot when

the traditional turban is worn. Mien women consider it unsightly to

have hair showing beneath the turban. They may pluck any hair found

on their forehead or temples (Campbell, 1978:163); this process is done by

twisting hair around a string and pulling (Lombard, 1982). Portland

Mien made reference to this fact, though--especially among the elderly- -

this process seems to be fading.

Make-up

Though white face powder (similar to Chinese fashion) may have been

used to lighten the complexion, Mien women--until quite recently--have

not used cosmetics. Stories of prostitutes in Thai camps usually begin

with how much make-up they wore. An aversion to heavily made-up faces

is evident, though the younger women in Portland are doing much more ex-

perimentation in recent years.

Ear Lobe Distension

Distension of the ear lobes is evident among elderly Mien women, due

to the constant use of the heavy, crescent-shaped silver earrings. Some-

times the ear lobe will tear, no longer allowing the wearing of an ear-

ring. This can be humiliating for a woman for, to be fully dressed, one

must wear both earrings (Lombard), 1982). Ears are pierced at a very

early age. Baby girls will wear a string through the ear until given

their first pair of earrings, often by the age of one. Earrings will
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adult-sized earrings.

Current Adult Female Dress
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Mien women will wear Western clothes for everyday occasions with

one exception. The Thai sarong was adopted in the refugee camps, for

Mien dress was found to be too warm at lower elevations. The use of

this garment has continued in the United States. Mien will often wear

a Western blouse and a Thai sarong. They say they wear the sarong be-

cause it is the most comfortable.

Two-piece outfits are nearly always worn. It is probable that this

practice stems from several reasons: 1) a continuation from traditional

Mien dress of having a top and a bottom garment to wear (the Mien word

for clothing is "lwi-houx" meaning "coat-pants"); and/or 2) the aversion

to one-piece clothing, for in Thai refugee camps, Mien prostitutes would

often wear dresses (Calloway, 1982).

Western and Thai clothing were available in the refugee camps. It

became desirable to look like an American. Much of Mien traditional

dress was sold in Thailand, for others told the Mien they would have no

use for their traditional garb in the United States. Consequently, Mien

use of Thai and Western dress was accepted before migration to the United

States.

Though Western forms were easily adopted, finer nuances of costume

were not. Colors and patterns on Western garments are mixed in ways

different from Western styles.
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Experimentation with make-up and clothing is evident among Mien

teenagers. They have learned by copying their peers at the local high

schools, though only some instances of the use of blue jeans have

been noted. Knit pants have gained a wider acceptance.

Traditional Adult Male Dress

Introduction

Mien men's traditional dress consists of pants, a jacket, a sash,

and a turban; however, Mien men are more likely to wear Western dress on

any occasion than are Mien women. Many men have had exposure to Western

garments in Laos through their service in the armed forces.

When asked why most men do not wear traditional garments when their

wives do, the men will say they feel it is proper to wear Western dress

when meeting with Western men, even though they feel Mien dress is more

comfortable. One elderly gentleman said he wore Western dress now because

it embarassed his children when he wore Mien traditional garb. Only a

few elderly men have retained the traditional style for everyday use.

Pants (houx)

Mien men's pants have no embroidery on them, though they are made

from black homespun. They are voluminous like the women's pants (Plate

15). They are made from two rectangular pieces of fabric that make.up

the leg pieces, then are sewn to waist, seat, and inner leg pieces which

complete the construction. A sash secures the pants in place.

Sash (houx Ilan)

The men's sash is of a width similar to that of the female's sash,

but of a shorter length. Though the sash is of the same form and
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Plate 15. Man' s pants
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material as the woman's sash, it is constructed differently. It is cut

on straight of grain, then folded and sewn on the bias to produce a gar-

ment with maximum stretch.

Figure C. Man's sash

The sash is embroidered at both ends, though after wrapping at the waist,

the embroidered tails hang in front rather than in back of the body. The

embroidery is fashioned so that the right side of the cloth will appear

inside the diamond shape created by the bias folding. Popular embroidery

patterns for the sash include: "Playing Kittens", "Tiger's Claw",

"Hunter's Blind", and "Sawteeth". Silver-wrapped yarns edge the sash

borders.

Jacket (lwi)

The man's jacket is much shorter than the woman's coat; it barely

reaches the man's hips. Black homespun is the traditional fabric used

and cross-stitch is done on certain areas of the jacket. There is no

collar on this garment. A right-side asymmetrical closing with silver

buttons and button loops provides the closure system (Plate 16). A large

concentration of buttons and button loops is found on the lower side seam

on the right. This closing is not often used; instead, men will open a

few of the buttons in the neck area and slip the garment over their heads.

One elderly man had had a jacket with a center front closing. He

proudly announced that 62 silver buttons with button loops were used on
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Plate 16. Man's jacket
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the garment. This style seemed to be an anomaly. The bld man said he

took the buttons off and had them melted down for something else. After

this, he had no use for the jacket so he threw it away. He was left

with a photograph of the garment.

There is a pocket over the right breast that is half-hidden by the

asymmetrical closure of the more common jacket. It is usually highly

embellished with embroidery and tassels. Popular embroidery patterns in

the pocket area include: "Sawteeth", "Tiger's Skin", and "Tiger's Claw".

When asked what one keeps in his pocket, one respondent said that the

pocket was just for show. Sunglasses and writing utensils were seen in

a pocket at the Mien New Year's Celebration in Portland.

The jacket has no shoulder seams. A center front seam, a center

back seam and side seams are evident. The sleeve fits into a dropped

shoulder seam. All seams are enclosed by a lining fabric.

On some jackets, on both sides of the center front seam, decorative

patches of embroidery are evident. Popular patterns in this area include:

"Spirit Table Shelf" and "Big Flower".

The cuffs and lower edge of the jacket are hemmed with an applique

process and/or braid trim. Sometimes, a series of applique strips makes

a decorative edge, with a final edging of silver-wrapped yarns. Small

side slits may also be areas for decorative borders.

Headgear

Turban (mh gawngv-peu)

Red is the traditional color of the man's turban. It is approximately

six to eight yards in length and one yard in width (Plate 17). Simple



Plate 17. Man in beret, preparing to
wrap turban

Plate 18. Man in traditional dress
with turban
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embroidery patterns adorn its edges, and it may have a few sporadic em-

broidery patches in the body of the yardage.

The man's turban is wrapped differently from the woman's. Rather

than being tucked in, both ends of the cloth stick up (Plate 18).

The use of the turban was already discontinuing in Southeast Asia

before refugees arrived in the United States. Several respondents did

not own this item of men's traditional garb and mentioned that it was

becoming increasingly rare.

Beret (muac kopv)

Thai Mien do not wear the beret (Calloway, 1982). More recent

Thai Mien immigrants from Laos do. Lombard notes the presence of the

beret in the Chiengkham province of Thailand in the 1950's. A few older

men could be seen with Chinese skullcaps. Portland Mien--from Laos- -

wear the beret. By the 1940's, Lao Mien were already wearing the beret.

Portland respondents said that the French in Laos insinuated that the

turban made the men look like women. Adoption of the beret ensued.

Calloway (1982) avers that the predecessor of the beret was the Chinese

skullcap. Both Chinese and French influences were cited for this head-

gear.

Leg and Footwear

Traditionally, Mien men would wear Chinese cloth shoes or--more

often--go barefoot. Military influence introduced Western leg and foot-

wear. Army boots became common in Southeast Asia. Chinese Nationalist

soldiers came down into Laos and Thailand in the 1950's. They traded

their military attire for Mien clothes. The joke became: if ever you

saw a man in Mien dress, you knew he was Chinese (Calloway, 1982).
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Canvas shoes are popular with Portland Mien men. Cotton tube socks

provide warmth. In warmer weather thongs are worn.

Jewelry

Silver neck pieces are worn by Mien men. They do not wear the heavy

silver bracelets or earrings like Mien women do.

Enamel rings are common. One man showed the investigator a ring

that had the letters U.S.A. enamelled as part of the ring's design. He

said that he had this ring made in the Thai refugee camp where he was in-

terned. People in these camps were trying to gather symbols that would

associate them with the United States.

Accessories

Men use shoulder bags. Smaller purses are also used by men to carry

silver, tobacco, or other valuable cargo. These smaller bags are often

stashed inside the men's breast pocket. They are embroidered and adorned

with tassels. A drawstring provides the closure system (Plate 19).

One elderly respondent was aided in his walking by a large silver

cane. Another common accessory is the wristwatch. Nearly all adult Mien

wear large watches. This practice had begun in Southeast Asia and is

continuing here in the United States. It provides status for the wearer.

Body Modification

Teeth are adorned in the same manner as women's teeth, with gold

and enamel treatments. Hair is kept fairly short in Western style. Hair

on the face is uncommon. Mustaches and goatees were seen only on elderly

Mien men.



Plate 19. Small purse with drawstring closure
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Current Adult Male Dress

Portland Mien men wear Western dress for nearly all occasions

(Plate 20). Only at the Mien New Year's Celebration and an event where

Mien were asked to dress in traditional garb were men's traditional

garments noted. At the Mien New Year's Celebration, Mien women in

traditional garb outnumbered Mien men approximately ten to one. A high-

ranking official in the Mien community wore a three-piece suit to this

event; vests were not seen elsewhere.

Casual slacks, T-shirts, and jackets are common. Dress of teenage

boys is closest to mainstream American dress.

Mien men retain the use of the beret for everyday use. Berets

are not removed at mealtime, including special feasts.

Adolescent Dress

Traditionally, adolescents wear miniature adult dress (Plate 21).

Culturally, the Western concept of the adolescent may not be recognized

in Mien culture. Mien children become adults by their fourteenth birth-

day. A transition from child to adult may be more meaningful to Mien

than a transition from child to adolescent. Due to greater exposure

through the public school system and emphasis on peer homogeneity, Mien

teenagers have been quickest in the adoption of Western mainstream dress.

Traditional Children's Dress

Introduction

Two traditional garments for young children have found continued use

in the United States. In Southeast Asia--especially in Thailand--climate



Plate 20. Male in typical Western
wear with baby wearing
traditional Mien baby hat

Plate 21. Adult male dress, adolescent
dress
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allowed for minimal clothing. Other than the Mien baby hat and bib,

clothing was not deemed necessary. Mien baby hats would be worn by

children from one month of age until time of the adoption of turbans.

In the United States, wear seems to be continued only until the third

or fourth year. The bib is worn only by babies.

Baby Hat (kuh ngwaaz muac)

Covering of a baby's head is deemed important in Mien society.

Mien women fulfill this obligation with colorful and elaborate baby hats.

Several sources allude to the desire of Mien mothers to camouflage child-

ren as flowers with the aid of these headdresses (Campbell, 1978:163;

Butler, 1970:10). Once disguised, Mien children will attract flower

spirits that will dwell in their bodies. If a child should die during

this time, he is thus given access to an afterworid which is described

as a place of flowers where child-flower spirits may play (Butler, 1970:

10). Campbell (1978) considers the hat as a means of identifying the

child as a member of Mien society; thus, if death occurs, the child is

entitled entrance into the garden of the spirit world.

Baby hats are very popular in Portland, though Portland Mien do not

often associate the flower spirit analogy. Only one woman interviewed

said she had knowledge of such a belief. Most attribute the continued

popularity of the child's headdress to pride of heritage and workmanship.

Several respondents remarked that Americans thought the hats were cute.

Since American approval is a response greatly desired, baby hat produc-

tion has continued with zeal. Cne respondent reiterated the concept

of pride by equating it with clothing a child properly (Plate 22). The

mother is thought to be lazy if the child is not correctly attired.
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Plate 22. Mother with children wearing
baby hats
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Physical comfort of the child seems to be a factor in changing to

Western children's headgear. Stocking hats have gained popularity. When

the investigator asked if she could take a photograph of an infant (who

was wearing a stocking hat) adorned in a Mien hat, the father consented

though thought the baby might cry due to differences in comfort. The

investigator has also seen innumerable infants attempt to disencumber

their Mien headgear once attached.

Pride in ethnic identification and workmanship seems to outweigh

physical comfort considerations for, when photographs are initiated,

Mien parents insist on traditional headgear.

Mien babies will begin wearing the baby hat when they are one month

old. Newborns are given a small skull cap (yem-hlaax-muac) made of knit

material to wear (Plate 23). This hat is just for the confinement month

after the baby is born. The name literally translates: "confinement

month hat". The mother makes the hat. Red is considered the best color

to use, though it is sometimes made of a dark blue color. During the con-

finement month, the mother will finish the baby hat for, as an expectant

mother, she is only able to finish the embroidered forehead strip since

there is sex differentiation in hats and this strip is common for both

sexes.

Butler (1970) states that the most common designs on baby hats in-

clude: "Sawteeth", "Twisting Thread", and "Tiger's Claw". "Tiger's

Claw" and "Sawteeth" are patterns quite commonly used in Portland, but

"Twisting Thread" was evident only on a few older hats. Older hats were

identified by the fading of embroidery threads and generallywornappear-

ance (Plate 24). "Rainbow", "Spirit Corners", Tiger's Tail", and "Sunray"



Plate 23. Skull cap for newborns Plate 24. Older version of female
baby hat
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were other patterns identified by the Portland Mien. Sex differentiation

does not seem to be a factor in the choosing of embroidery designs.

The male baby hat (muac hnylenaw) is composed of eight pieces of red

and dark blue cloth that are sewn together alternately. Hnylenaw refers

to the separate pieces that are sewn together to make the cap. This

cloth does not have to be loosely woven, for it is not embellished with

counted cross-stitch. The forehead embroidered.strip is sewn to the

bottom of the eight-piece cap and then all is lined with a solid color.

Applique pieces of red and blue are basted to the cap section and sewn

down with braid. Pompons (gingh gou) of red yarn are attached.

Informants thought that in earlier times, pompons were evident only

on each side of the head. Nearly all male hats viewed in Portland had

four pompons: one on each side of the head, one above the forehead, and

one larger one at the crown. After the pompons are attached, silver may

be introduced. Coins, cast buttons, and bangles are sewn onto the hat.

A silver triangle of cast buttons is often placed on the hat above the

forehead. Edgings may be created by wrapping silver wire around yarns

and attaching this to the bottom of the forehead piece. Shells, beads,

or seeds may also be used as decorative material. In Laos, cowrie

shells were popular and procurred from the Chinese. A chinstrap of

strung beads or shells may be used to secure the hat to the infant's

head.

Respondents deemed the female baby hat (muac tshoux) more femin-

ine than the male's (Plate 25). Tshongx refers to the added embroidery

done on this hat. This is the primary difference between the two hats.

Black homespun is needed for the female hat, for counted cross-stitch is
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Plate 25. Girl's and boy's baby hats

Plate 26. Girl's baby hat, man's Western shirt with Mien
embroidery.
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used. This hat will be decorated with overall embroidery to the crown with

bright colors; at the top it is capped with a large red. pompon (Plate 26) .

A smaller red pompon on each side of the head is common. Often, another

small pompon will be placed on the front just below the larger crown pom-

pon. Tassels are sometimes placed around the crown (Plate 25). Shells,

silver, seeds, and beads may also be used for adornment. Silver tri-

angles of cast buttons may be used above the forehead, but in general,

silver is less evident on female hats, possibly to provide optimum

viewing of the embroidery.

Variations in applique, embroidery, number and size of pompons, and

use of tassels exist for both sexes. One male hat (muac tsheiv) was

adorned with zigzag applique motif that encircled the hat and was bordered

by chainstitch (Plate 27). Seeds encased by cloth made tassels that were

attached to the crown of the hat. Silver bangles, bells, and coins were

also attached. Portland Mien considered this hat an anomaly. Several

variations of this hat, which was made by the same mother, were noted.

As the child grows older, a new hat is introduced to allow for growth.

Generally, after the age of three or four years,asix-sidedhat (jang) is

worn. This simplified version of the baby hat is quicker to make. Mothers

can usually make one in a day. It is usually red in color, but may also

be dark blue. Embroidery is sparse, and there is little--if any- -

applique work. This hat will be exchanged at adulthood (age 12 for

males, age 14 for females) for the turban.

Bib (tsaanh tawic)

Babies wear a bib that covers both the front and back of the child

(Plate 28). It is made from one piece of fabric. The neck area is cut
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Plate 27. Variation of boy's baby hat



Plate 28. Baby bib front, boy's hat,
wrist bracelet

Plate 29. Bib back
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out to provide fitting for the head. The garment closes on the right

shoulder. The front of the bib is left plain with only the edges trimmed

in striped applique. The back of the bib is embellished with ornate ap-

plique work and trimmed with braid (Plate 29). Silver buttons provide

the closure apparatus; otherwise, silver is lacking due to possible dis-

comfort for the child.

Jewelry

Babies may have string bracelets or anklets with a little bead or

bell attached to the string (Plate 8). The reason for this is twofold:

1) the baby will have something to play with; and 2) the baby will be dis7

tracted from looking at his palm. It is the Animist belief that a child

could lose his spirit and die if he looks into his palm.

Current Children's Dress

Except for the baby hats, Mien children wear Western mainstream garb

(Plate 20). Disposable diapers are popular, as are shirts, rompers,

jumpsuits, and pants.

Special and Critical Activities

Weddings

The traditional bridal headdress for the Mien bride consisted of a

large triangular bamboo frame covered with plain and embroidered cloths

made by relatives. A heavy, red, wool cloth initially covered the frame;

then additional richly embroidered cloths were added over this cloth.

Often these textiles would cover the head completely. The bride's hair

was glued to this apparatus with the aid of hot wax (Campbell, 1978:163).
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Portland Mien no longer use the bridal headdress; however, parts of

this costume do exist. Mien consider weddings an appropriate time to don

traditional garb; many heirloom textiles will be seen at this time.

Red and white sashes are given to couples as wedding gifts. Quan-

tity of cloth as costume is deemed prestigious (Plate 30).

A special pair of pants may have been made by the bride for her wed-

ding. Calloway (1982) noted that female friends of the couple will keep

their coattails down over the front of their embroidered pants at wed-

dings for they do not wish to appear more beautiful than the bride.

Special leggings (lamb paeng) are worn by the bride (Plate 31). They

are approximately four inches wide and three yards in length and are

wrapped to cover the area between the foot and bottom edge of the pant leg.

They are white and richly embroidered with blue threads in horizontal

cross-stitch patterns.

Cloth boots are sometimes worn, though this practice has fallen into

disuse. One 70-year-old respondent said her mother made each of her four

daughters cloth boots. She wore them at her wedding and plans to be

buried in them. These boots are very elaborately decorated with applique

and embroidery.

One 20-year-old respondent, who was married in Thailand in 1980, said

she did not wear the leggings or the headdress at her wedding. Her mother,

married in Laos, wore both leggings and headdress. She thought that by

1975, brides no longer wore leggings.

Funerals

White is the color associated with death. Children of the deceased

will sew a white cloth rectangle onto their turbans. This is worn for a



Plate 30. Wedding garb Plate 31. Wedding leggings
LA)
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month. White armbands may also be used (Lombard, 1982). Because of the

association with death, Mien are hesitant to put anything white on their

heads. It would be an insult to the parents, for example, to put a

white cap on a child. Calloway (1982) recalled trying to bandage a gash

on a Mien woman's head with a white roller bandage. The woman refused

to wear it, but accepted a colored cloth bandage in its place.

Mourners have several restrictions they must follow after the funeral.

Sons cannot chant or learn Chinese characters for one month. Daughters

do not wear earrings for this month. No one is allowed to eat fat.

Children dress the corpse with as much costume and cloth as pos-

sible. A relationship between quantity of cloth and respect for the

deceased was defined. Sometimes a coin would be placed in the mouth of

the corpse. One informant said this would prevent the deceased from

talking about them in the spirit world.

Wealthy families would put silver on the corpse. Some Thai Mien

cremate their dead; Lao Mien--perhaps because of their closer proximity

to China--bury their dead (Calloway, 1982). If cremation is chosen as

the funerary process, the silver would be retrived from the ashes.

Magico-Religious Activities

The shaman is highly respected for his knowledge of natural and super-

natural phenomena. This personage will wear different clothes to different

events. The higher the status of the participants, the more elaborate the

shaman's attire becomes. It is very important that the shaman wear tradi-

tional dress at non-secular events--especially if he is performing a rite.

The shaman interviewed in Portland compared his dress use with the Western

clergyman. He said one would be able to recognize a shaman by his clothing.
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Calloway (1982) related clothing information from a special rite

she attended in Thailand. Seven grades of shaman were present. The

highest ranking shaman wore everyday clothes. She said no one would be

able to recognize his status by what he wore. She was surprised at his

casualness, because the novices present wore very elaborate brocades and

headdresses. At this same rite, male initiates donned women's jackets

and red turbans that had long tails hanging down the back.

Medicinal dress includes items that are worn or attached to the

body for the purpose of healing. One Portland Mien woman wore five band-

age squares approximately two inches wide on her temples, forehead, and

throat. She had applied medicine to these squares in an effort to get

rid of a headache.

String bracelets and anklets are also used as preventive medicine

and as healing tools. If one is ill, it is thought that it is the result

of one's spirit wandering. Bracelets are worn to prevent spirits from

leaving the body. Portland Mien who are elderly will often have string

around their wrists and ankles.

Ethnicity

Description of the Sample

Thirty adults (18 female and 12 male) contributed information for

data sheet analysis. Fifteen households were represented. All respond-

ents were living in Portland at the time of the interviews. Two areas of

Portland were represented: 1) an apartment complex called Halsey Square,

located in northeast Portland on Halsey and 66th Avenue; and 2) an area

near the Mt. Hood College Annex on 102nd and Northeast Prescott. Of the
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thirty adults, ten were from the Northeast Prescott area. Six interviews

did not take place in Mien homes, but were conducted either at the Mt.

Hood Annex or the Halsey Square Community Center.

Six interviewees were over 70 years of age. Of these six, four

were female and two were male. The youngest respondent was 20 years old.

All interviewees were married, though three had been widowed. All mar-

riages were endogamous. All Mien interviewed had children.

Households ranged from three to eleven residents. An average two-

bedroom apartment usually housed from six to eight people. This included

several children, a mother and a father, and one set of grandparents. All

but one of the families represented lived in a nuclear-extended family

setting (Plate 32).

More than half of those who responded were not eldest siblings. In-

dications of cultural differences due to birth order were apparent.

Uncles older than one's father, for example, were addressed differently

than younger uncles.

Only one respondent was born outside of Laos, but still in Southeast

Asia. Muong Sing, in northern Laos near the Chinese border, was named as

the birthplace for 17 respondents. Houei Sai, near the northern Thailand

border, was claimed by eight interviewees. Two Mien each were from

Luang Prabang and Pak Tha.

Twenty-four of the thirty respondents spoke little or no English.

Four Mien were fair in their English proficiency. Only two Mien could be

considered fluent in English. Translators were present at all interviews.

Though information was given in Lao to Lao interpreters at Mt. Hood Annex,

all other Mien gave information in Mien which was translated into English.
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Plate 32, Nuclear-extended Family: parents, children,
grandparents
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All Mien interviewed were fluent in Mien. Nearly half were fluent in

Lao also. Knowledge of Thai, Chinese, English, and Hmong were also in-

dicated by a few Mien.

Over half of those interviewed had been in the United States for at

least two years. No one had been here more than three years or less than

one year.

The majority of Mien interviewed said they had been in refugee camps

three to four years. Four had been interned for one year and one had

lived in a camp for six years. All refugee camps were in northern Thai-

land near the Lao border. Ban Kae and Ban Tong were mentioned often, as

was Chieng Kham which is the county seat in the area. Hmong were also

interned in these camps, though the two groups did not mix closely.

Thai Mien were segregated from immigrating Lao Mien. Lao Mien were

not supposed to go outside the camps; however, some did find friends or

relatives to stay with outside of the camps, though this was illegal.

Though Communism was feared by the Lao Mien, it was not unpopular with

the Thai Mien. Some Thai Mien had been taken to China to train in the

forces (Calloway, 1982).

Some Thai Mien were given special passes to get into the camps to

work. Some of these Mien were women who helped in the production and pro-

motion of Mien textile work as a marketable commodity. Influence of Thai

Mien on Lao Mien textiles ensued.

Fourteen respondents professed Animism. Sixteen said they were now

Christians. Concern was voiced at the chasm developing between the two

groups. Though both factions still celebrated the big holidays together,

they will not practice other rituals. Animist Mien cannotmarryChristian
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Mien because their elders will not allow it.. Since the eldest son is

responsible for performing ancestral rites, a Christian marriage may

hinder the continuity of ritual practice. Without the perpetuation of

rites, Animist elders are not insured of securing a safe position in

the spirit world after death.

When asked which holidays they celebrated, Mien overwhelmingly said

New Year's was the most important holiday. Weddings, Christmas, Tim

Mien Ku (a naming ceremony), and Txet Piang. Liam (a puberty ceremony)

were also mentioned. One man said August 15th was a date that he

always celebrated. This turned out to be his birthday.

Ethnicity in Relation to Dress

Ethnicity

Numerical scores were given to respondents in relation to their

perceived ethnicity. Endogamy, religion, holiday celebration, food

preference, household living patterns, and English proficiency were

chosen from the data sheet as categories to indicate a level of ethni-

city (Appendix B). Specific scoring is outlined in the Procedure chapter.

Assigned values from the different ethnicity categories were added.

Twelve was the highest value attainable. A score of twelve was con-

sidered a full ethnicity rating. All other scores were deemed partial

or representative of accepted influence outside of the Mien culture.

The initial plan to use the mean as a dividing point between a high and

low ethnicity rating was rejected for statistical reasons. Visual

inspection of data suggested a relationship between ethnicity and cloth-

ing use; categories of ethnicity chosen for analysis were full (score =

12) and partial (score less than 12).
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Within the ethnicity section, some patterns of living were more likely

to show evidence of outside influence than others (Table 1) . Endogamy was

the most consistent score for both men and women. Religious preference

provided the most variance. Internal patterns of ethnicity categories

are illustrated by the following table.

Table 1. Ethnicity Sub-categories, by Sex

Mean Scores for Ethnicity

M
N=12

F

N=18

Total
Mean
N=30

Endogamy 2.00 2.00 2.00

Household Pattern 1.83 1.89 1.87

Foods 1.75 1.78 1.77

English Proficiency 1.75 1.72 1.73

Holidays 1.67 1.72 1.70

Religion 0.83 1.00 0.93

Total Mean 1.64 1.69 1.67

2.00 = Complete Mien response
0.00 = Complete non-Mien response

Clothing Use Score

Clothing use for six events was chosen to represent a range of human

activity. A balance of questions pertaining to secular and non-secular

events was included.

The highest score attainable in the clothing use section was twelve.

This represented traditional Mien clothing being used at all events listed.
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Respondents with a score of six or above received a high traditional

clothing use rating. Those with scores below six were assigned low

traditional clothing use ratings (Appendix B).

Internal patterns of clothing use were distinct (Table 2). Women

greatly outranked men in their traditional clothing use, but only when

attending non-secular events. Mien over 70 years of age wore their tra-

ditional clothing to all events. Differences between male and female

clothing use and events are illustrated in the following table.

Table 2. Clothing Use Sub-categories, by Sex

Mean Scores for Mien Clothing Use

N=12 N=18

Total
Mean
N=30

At home .17 .56 .40

Grocery .17 .44 .33

Job or School .17 .44 .33

Wedding .50 2.00 1.40

Funeral .50 2.00 1.40

New Year's .50 2.00 1.40

Total Mean .34 1.24 .88

2.00 = Complete Mien response
0.00 = Complete non-Mien response

Ethnicity in Relation to Clothing Use

A relationship between ethnicity and clothing use was tested by

the use of the chi-square statistic with Yates' Correction (Table 3) . A
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chi-square value of 4.46 was obtained with one degree of freedom and

.05>0.02, thus indicating that the two variables are not independent.

(Raw data are presented in Appendix B.)

Table 3. Chi-sqaure Manipulation Contrasting
Clothing Use and Ethnicity

Ethnicity

Full Partial

High
Clothing Use

10 11 21

Low 0 9 9

Totals 10 20 30

Acculturation

Thailand

Acculturation needs to be addressed twice, for two major moves were

made by the Mien from Laos, each producing cultural changes. Situational

conditions must be recognized. Mien left physical danger and hostility in

Laos and entered a world of social hostility in Thailand. Refugee camps

provided intense social interaction. Proximity between different clans

of Lao Mien, Thai Mien, and other mountain groups, such as the Hmong, in-

creased greatly. Competition between the Thai Mien and Lao Mien ensued.

The Thai government began a program of encouragement of tribal cul-

ture and crafts--as had the Royal Lao government prior to Pathet Lao con-

trol. Pageants were organized to display dance, costume, and other cul-

tural characteristics of different groups. Thai Mien learned lowland

dances and began elaborating their costume. Tourists sought textiles and

clothing of colorful ethnic groups; a market in ethnic costume developed.
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With no other means of providing income, refugee program aides recog-

nized textile sales as a means- of helping people survive until sponsors

could be found for camp residents. Mien were pulled from the Thai com-

munity to serve as translators and textile teachers. Because of this

sudden, economic interest in costume distinctions between cultural groups,

Lao Mien also became more visible. Without fields or animals to tend,

Lao Mien women had time and economic motivation to learn new, more color-

ful embroidery patterns and to add embellishment to their original Lao

Mien dress. Thai Mien provided the inspiration--if not the competitive

urge--to develop new textile skills. One respondent thought that before

living in Thailand, some women only embroidered the first five rows of

their pants, rather than the entire pant panel.

Distinct changes in women's costume that occurred at this time in-

clude: 1) addition of brighter colors, 2) more overall motif, 3) more

diagonal cross-stitch, and 4) a larger lwi-kwan, with the experimentation

of additional colors interspersed with the red yarns.

Men's clothing changed also, but in a different manner. After ex-

posure to Western dress and technology through military service, men

sought Western styles. This desire was intensified as refugees tound new

homes in the United States and wrote back to- Lao Mien relatives in the

Thai camps that the U.S. government was supporting them and life was good.

Accumulation of Western symbols became popular.

Sometimes the imitation of a garment was not complete. Wristwatches,.

for example, were worn without use as a timing mechanism. Shoes were

worn, not to protect the feet but to impress onlookers.
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At this time, many traditional garments were sold. Mien were eager

to sell, not only because they needed the money, but because they were told

they would have no use for Mien garments in the United States. The Thai

capitalized on Mien sales, for often they would don ethnic garb and sell

the garments to tourists at higher prices.

Thai clothing prevailed in the camps. Sarongs were adopted for they

were much cooler than Mien clothing and more readily available. Western

clothing was also available, but enough clothing had to be amassed for

the entire camp before distribution was allowed. Mass distributions be-

came dreaded affairs, for arguments over possession of items could be

violent.

Those Mien who found sponsors and began their trip to the United

States had another chance to find Western clothing at a final distri-

bution center at the Bangkok airport.

United States

Though they have made compromises in their traditional wear, Portland

Mien continue making traditional garments. Though there is a gap of only

eight years between living in Laos and the United States for most Mien,

Mien women have retained the skills learned in the Thai camps. Work done

in Laos in older styles is termed "old-fashioned".

An exchange of materials has begun. An adolescent boy's coat was

noted to be made from polyester rather than black cotton homespun (Plate

21). Embroidery usually seen on this traditional form was deleted. More

substitution is expected since the -traditional cloth is so expensive to

procure. Donations of yarns and materials by Americans have influenced

color and texture of embroidery and applique techniques.
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A meeting of American and Mien culture can be exemplified by several

men's garments. Subjects were seen wearing shirts of Western form, but

with displays of traditional embroidery patches that would be common in

color and design on the traditional male's jacket (Plate 26).

Single elements (rather than full inclusion) of costume may be in-

corporated from Western styles. One respondent donned a corsage at a

special event where she had worn her traditional dress (Plate 1).

Though a transfer of forms is evident in many instances, finer

nuances of costume remain unlearned. Color and pattern combinations of

Western garments remain uniquely Mien. Bright colors are often worn in

combinations which the Westerner's aesthetic palette would consider

"clashing". Stripes, prints, and plaids are worn interchangeably.

Western formal wear is worn in conjunction with casual dress items.

The concept of formal and informal Western wear appears to be best

understood by Mien teenagers. Closer exposure to Americans through pub-

lic school systems has rendered this age group most imitative in the

adoption of Western styles.

Interest in ethnic costume has continued in the United States. An

effort has been made to educate the American public as to recent immi-

grants and their cultural heritage by the promotion of Folk Fairs,

Fashion Shows, and International Events. These social situations have

provided another type of event where ethnic costume may be displayed.

Such interest has maintained the sense of pride in heritage and workman-

ship found in traditional costume and encouraged the continued production

of traditional garments.
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Chapter V

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

Four hypotheses were proposed for study. The two general hypotheses

will be discussed first in terms of supporting theory presented in the

review of literature. A discussion of the two working hypotheses will

follow.

General Hypothesis 1

Dress is indicative of acculturation.

This hypothesis is supported. Changes made in traditional Mien

dress reflect culture elements adopted from the host culture. Though

change may not fall into distinct time-lines or geographical associations,

evidence indicates Portland Mien have experienced two environments (Thai-

land and Portland, Oregon) which have resulted in interaction with non-

Mien culture and subsequent change in appearance. Reasons for change are

due to internal as well as external factors.

Lao Mien came into contact with Thai Mien in Thailand. Much atten-

tion was being given to tribal crafts at this time. Thai Mien had made

their costume more visible with the use of brighter colors and overall

embroidery motifs. Lao Mien adopted Thai garment modifications for social

and economic gain. Redfield, Linton, and Herskovits (1936)stateadoption

of new culture elements may depend on whether or not the borrower will

gain economic or social advantage. Lao Mien behavior in Thailand ex-

emplified this concept.
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Linton (1936) states that culture elements will not be adopted

unless a function can be found for them that is already existent within

the borrowing society. The function of adornment existed in both Laos

and Thailand. Garments were still worn to attract husbands and meet

expectations for proper attire of children. Techniques and garment forms

which were similar remained constant. Thai camp textile production was

an enhancement of already existing culture elements. Using ethnic tex-

tiles and costume as marketable commodities provided the added motiva-

tion of economic gain to that of adornment.

Adoption of a culture element due to the advantage of greater physi-

cal comfort may also be a determining factor in the acculturation process.

Choice of clothing for everyday use is subject to variations in climate.

Since the sarong was readily available and more comfortable in the warmer

climate found in the Thai refugee camps, it was adopted by the Mien women.

Change in costume was also dependent on the availability of raw

materials. Many textile materials were doled out by program officials

in the Thai camps; choices were limited. The use of natural dyes may

have been prohibited by limitations of access to dye stuffs.

New technology and new materials available in the United States have

changed textile skills. Keesing (1966) lists tools and technology in a

malleable zone of culture change involving means of achieving goals. He

suggests that these are areas of cultural behavior that are more easily

changed with minimum stress. Tool and technological changes in textile

production in Portland have been accepted quickly and have shown apparent

success. Several Portland Mien have sewing machines in their possession

and have replaced hand-work with machine stitching. New materials, such
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as velvet ribbons, have been adopted for their pleasing characteristics.

Unlike conditions in the Thai camps, choices of raw materials have become

open to the decision-making process. Innovation and experimentation

have resulted.

The purchase or acquisition of everyday clothing was subject to avail-

ability. In the Thai camps, donations of Thai and Western clothing deter-

mined everyday wear for Mien. Mien simply wore what was given to them,

for they were in a position to make only limited clothing choices.

Traditional Mien garments became more treasured as their public use became

limited. With added embellishment and time commitment to Mien garments

increasing, traditional dress became associated with special events.

As Lao Mien found themselves on their way to the United States, the

desire for acceptance into a new culture was intensified. They did not

wish to appear backward or different--especially the men. Though they

were proud of their heritage, memories of French ridicule concerning items

of dress made Mien leery of retaining their ethnic costume.

In this study, it was found that male Mien have changed their cloth-

ing use to a greater extent than female Mien. The aspect of sex differ-

entiation in clothing maybe the result of several factors. First, Mien

men had already become familiar with Western dress in Southeast Asia.

They had worn boots and uniforms. Mien men had had the closest and most

continual contact with the Western world and its technology. Secondly,

textile production had always been a female province; men were secondary

beneficiaries of their mate's and/or mother's finesse with the needle.

Use of traditional clothing at non-secular events was much mare pre-

valent for females than for males. Reasons for this cannot be explained
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only by men having greater contact with the Western world. Many Mien

women have jobs in Portland. They also have assumed domestic duties

which bring them into contact with the Western environment. Mien women

like the attention Americans give them when they are garbed in traditional

wear. They are proud of their textile skills and appreciate compliments

on their workmanship. Perhaps after all the trauma of war and migration,

and the negative acceptance of host cultures who may see immigrants as a

threat to their own survival, use of traditional costume survived if it

was greeted with interest and appreciation in each new environment.

As Hallowell (1955:313) stresses that cultures do not meet in a

literal sense but individuals do, one is left with questions of how

change is dependent on individual variables. Who are the innovators of

cultural change? Who adapt readily and who are resistant to outside

influences?

Those who are seemingly most resistant to outside influence are the

elderly. The Portland elderly were the only Mien still wearing their

traditional clothing for everyday use as well as on special occasions.

If people are creatures of habit, certainly the elderly would feel

most comfortable in a style of dress they had worn for the majority of

their years. Also, the elderly are more likely to have the least con-

tact with the outside world. Due to the nuclear-extended family living

arrangements in most Mien homes, children will generally care for the

household while elderly parents are assigned minimal tasks. The acqui-

sition of food or household needs that would require contact with the out-

side world and thus exposure to Western dress would not be part of the

family role for the older person.
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Linton (1963) states that tangible objects such as tools or orna-

ments are more easily adopted than intangible things such as patterns of

behavior. Western symbols in tangible form were gathered in the Thai

refugee camps. For example, one man who had a Mien ring enamelled with

the letters U.S.A. wanted to show an allegiance to the new culture which

was to be his future home. The letters U.S.A. were more ornament than

symbol, for the Mien man did not have the knowledge or heritage of a

written language. The letters on the ring had the grace of Thai script;

their scribe was obviously familiar with lettering forms not structured

after the stiffer Roman text. As Barnett, et al. (1954) suggest, no

copy is a perfect reproduction. Along with this theory comes the notion

that the copier will add his own cultural heritage to the reproductive

process in some inadvertent way.

Culture elements all have form (directly observable qualities) and

they all have meaning (a series of associations in the minds of a group)

(Linton, 1963:476). Several examples were observed in the Mien community

which lent credence to the existence of these two aspects of culture.

Also observed was the transferability of each quality. Forms were trans-

ferred quite readily. Portland Mien women wear many Western garments.

They also choose to wear bright colors and cloth with dissimilar patterns.

Western aesthetic meanings associated with color or pattern in dress were

not as easily adopted.

It is interesting to note that when a strong association to aparticu-

lar item of dress is present within the Mien culture, this meaning will

influence clothing choice in spite of the host culture's use of the item.

For example, no amount of encouragement by Western sponsors could get Mien
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women to wear dresses because of the stigma of prostitution (from as-

sociated experience in the Thai camps) attached to the dress form

(Calloway, 1982).

Finally, it must be reiterated that the Mien in Portland, Oregon

represent a culture influenced by many variables which will determine

the outcome of the acculturative process. As Spicer (1958) and Redfield,

et al. (1936) suggest, the type of contact needs to be taken into con-

sideration in the analysis of acculturation. The Mien are a refugee

population who have left a hostile environment in order to survive physi-

cally. Determined to be accepted in the United States, they may have

adopted culture elements from Western society at an accelerated pace as

opposed to immigrant cultures seeking religious freedom or isolation from

Western technology. Many of the U.S. sponsors for Mien refugees have

been church groups. The structure for cultural transmission may have

been based, in some cases, on a religious platform.

Mien are obviously grossly outnumbered by Westerners in the United

States. The environment is different, not only in the sense that alleg-

iances to new governments must be formed, but most refugees have been

settled in urban areas when rural life is what they have known previously.

City dwelling has forced occupations to change drastically. Uniforms

may be required for new jobs. Perhaps extravagance in traditional cos-

tume remains a source of pride and its maintenance reflects a desire for

cultural survival.

General Hypothesis 2

Dress is indicative of the maintenance of an ethnic identity.
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This hypothesis is supported. A statistical relationship between

ethnicity and traditional clothing use was illustrated by the use of the

chi-square statistic performed on data collected by use of the data sheet.

The chi-sqaure value obtained was 4.46 with one degree of freedom and

.05;>p>.02. It was interesting to note that this relationship was evi-

dent only when the ethnicity score was deemed "full". As soon as any

outside influence was evidenced and the ethnicity score dropped even one

or two points, clothing use was affected. This may suggest that dress

is one aspect of manifest culture that is changed most readily in cul-

ture contact situations.

Bennett (1973:3) defines ethnicity as: "the proclivity of people to

seize on traditional cultural symbols as a definition of their own

identity". Perhaps the key word in this definition is identity. Para-

meters of ethnic identification were continually evident in the process

of data collection. Mien were quick to point out the differences between

Hmong and Mien embroidery. They were also able to associate specific

costume characteristics with Mien identification. Answers to why Mien

use so much red included: "Because it is the Mien color". Answers to

why Mien wore the lwi-kwan included: "Because that is how one can tell

who is Mien". When one young woman arrived at a formal affair wearing a

Lao skirt, the investigator asked several Mien if the girl was Lao.

The Mien were quick to explain that the girl was Mien, but could see how

her identity could be confused by the wearing of a Lao skirt. The don-

ning of traditional or specific garb is considered a statement of ethnic

association in Mien culture.
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Ethnicity may be further discussed by the exploration of the rela-

tionship between the individual member and the group. When a group of

Mien dress in their traditional costume, it is evident that there is

unification (Plate 1). Perhaps a sense of belongingness accompanies the

manifest elements of form, color, and technique of dress. Individual

variations of form, color, and technique seem to stretch the element of

unification, but not to the point of causing incongruence. Membership in

the group is evident before individual characteristics are salient. If

opposition is a component in ethnic identity, as Porshnev (1978) indi-

cates, Mien traditional costume illustrates the balance between separ-

ation and unification.

Fitzpatrick (1966) stresses the importance of maintaining an ethnic

enclave in resettlement. Perhaps similar clothing provides a new en-

vironment which assures a sense of belongingness to a specific group.

working Hypothesis 1

Use of traditional dress will be more frequent at non-secular events.

This hypothesis was supported, primarily by the female participants.

Out of 18 respondents, all wore Mien clothing to ritual events, but gen-

erally wore Western garb for secular activities. Only three men professed

to wearing Mien clothing for ritual events. Most Mien men wore Western

dress for both secular and non - secular events. The only Mien who wore

traditional garb all the time were over 70 years of age. Reasons for sex

differentiation have already been discussed in the previous section

under Acculturation.
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Involved in this hypothesis is the concept of conscious action.

When several styles of clothing are available for clothing use choices,

preference decisions are made. Preferences for clothing use at secular

events are different from those choices made for use at non-secular

events.

People do not necessarily become more "ethnic" at non-secular events

as opposed to secular activities. Herskovits (1972) notes that those

things which are included in our everyday living patterns may be highly

ingrained and culturally determined. Ritual events do, however, provide

an arena for formality. Formality suggests behavior and appearance in

accordance with one's heritage and identification. This study ex-

emplifies the association between formality and traditional dress.

Working Hypothesis 2

Changes in traditional dress of the Portland Mien will reflect the adap-

tation to new cultural environments.

This hypothesis was supported. When in Thailand, Mien refugees

adopted garb that was comfortable for warmer climates. The Thai sarong,

for example, became commonly used. Western clothing has been adopted in

the United States.

It was evident that the Mien will use new materials available to them

for their textile production. Local stores were often cited as places

where goods were purchased. Use of new materials has influenced garment

design. Velvet ribbon, for example, has become popular with the Portland

Mien. A stripe made up of one fairly wide ribbon was seen in place of

part of the embroidery embellishment on a baby girl's hat.
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New technology has been quickly exploited. Knowledge of operation

of new tools has been rapidly absorbed. Velvet ribbons on the ceremonial

cape have been attached by use of a sewing machine.

A tufted quilt was recently made by a Portland Mien woman. She said

she had seen such a quilt at a fabric store and wanted to make one her-

self. Imitation may not produce a complete pattern of usage (Hallowell,

1955:321). The print on some of the cloth used for the quilt was direc-

tional. A human figure on the quilt was placed going in both directions.

Though obvious to the Western eye, the Mien woman was surprised when

shown the figure.

New ideas, materials, and technology have been adopted by the Port-

land Mien. In each new environment they have experienced, changes were

made which reflected involvement with cultures already established in

those environments.
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Chapter VI

RECOMMENDATIONS

Use of Present Study

This research presents information about one group of immigrants

to Oregon at time of contact. Detailed accounts of dress of Mien

refugees in Portland, Oregon were not evident prior to the study.

Educators may use this study as an example of how immigrant groups

have enriched Oregon cultural history. Historians, cultural anthropolo-

gists, sociologists, and clothing and textile specialists may find this

work helpful as an example of a culture involved in the acculturative

process.

Mien have already voiced their appreciation of having a record of

Mien traditional dress housed at a facility with possible access for

them. Future Mien residents may be interested in the evolution of Mien

dress as part of their cultural heritage. Photographs and explanations are

detailed for the purpose of recovery of process if gaps develop in the

knowledge of textile skills within the Mien community.

People interested in Northwest culture may find this study of value

as a basis for continued research. Since Mien dress is still changing,

comparisons of present and future forms and styles may yield new infor-

mation on dress, ethnicity, and acculturation.

Improvement of the Present Study

New types of innovative methodology are needed to collect data from

cultures grounded in oral tradition, who consider group participation in
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interviews appropriate. The data sheet and open-ended interview used for

this study were, at times, awkward in application. Singling people out

for specific opinion was difficult. Discerning textile variations be-

tween individuals was also difficult in group situations where attention

to an individual may have excluded others.

It would be helpful if an investigator could live with a Mien family

over an extended period of time in order to experience a wide range of

social events on a continuum and be able to follow textile processes from

concept to finished product. A person fluent in the Mien language would

be at a great advantage for, at this point in time, few Mien have mastery

of the English language.

Further Study

This study represents a cultural time frame that ends at the present;

follow-up studies at future times are thus appropriate. Since present

data are restricted geographically to Portland, Oregon, studies in other

locations and consequent comparisons may provide insight into immigrant

acceptance at different locales. Variations of this concept may include

sample populations who are mixed with Hmong or other non-Mien groups,

thus reducing the homogeneity of the population, or using Mien groups

still in Southeast Asia who are highly homogeneous.

Devising new methods of measuring ethnicity in relation to accultur-

ation would be of great benefit to future researchers. The balance be-

tween the adoption of new culture elements and the maintenance of pre-

existing elements needs to be explored. Perhaps there are facets of
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culture other than those presented in this study that would better in-

dicate one's ethnic status. The concept of ethnicity itself needs

further refining.

Eliciting a hierarchy of values from a population by using a value

scale (such as the Allport, Vernon, Lindzey's Value Scale) may provide

insights into decisions on dress where a choice of values was evident.

Exploring relationships between economic, aesthetic, social, political,

religious, and ethnic values as they relate to dress might prove useful.

Finally, comparative cross-cultural studies may provide insights

into cultural dynamics. Utilizing the ethnicity and clothing use

measure presented in this work for other groups may strengthen the

measure and provide a basis for continued research in the area of dress,

ethnicity, and acculturation. Study of variables of culture contact- -

such as reasons for migration--may provide useful results.
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Chapter VII

SUMMARY

Purpose of the Study

The Mien are recent Oregon immigrants. They have been recognized as

a refugee population, leaving Laos in Southeast Asia at a time of politi-

cal upheaval. Because of Mien associations with United States govern-

mental operations, conditions for Mien in Laos made flight imperative.

As they migrated into lowland Southeast Asia and eventually to the United

States, changes were made in their clothing behavior. The purpose of

this study was to record these changes and note under what conditions the

changes occurred. Detailed information concerning traditional Mien gar-

ment design and construction was sought.

Since some of Mien clothing use was directly related to other facets

of Mien culture (e.g. social, religious, economic factors) which were

also affected by acculturative influences, change in dress in relation to

Mien culture as a whole was examined. The interplay between dress,

ethnicity, and acculturation was explored.

Justification of the Study

Specific information about Mien dress was not evident in literature

sources. The need for this study was imminent for, as a displaced cul-

ture, Mien experienced the dilution of culture elements such as dress.

Mien are highly adaptive and are motivated to succeed in.theirnewenviron-

ment. Traditional dress, in some instances, has been considered an ob-

stacle to being accepted by other Westerners. Written and photographic
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records were needed to preserve what one day may only be memories of an

immigrant culture.

Hypotheses

Two hypotheses were drawn to illustrate relationships between dress,

ethnicity, and acculturation:

1) Dress is indicative of acculturation.

2) Dress is indicative of the maintenance of an ethnic identity.

Two working hypotheses were issued to provide specific information

on events and geographical settings:

1) Use of traditional Mien dress will be more frequent at non-

secular events.

2) Changes in traditional dress of the Portland Mien will reflect

the adaptation to new cultural environments.

Assumptions

Several assumptions were made when procedures for data collection

were determined. First, it was assumed that respondents would answer

questions honestly and accurately. Secondly, it was assumed that when

translators were used, questions and/or answers would not be distorted

in translation.

Limitations

The conclusions of this study should be considered in light of the

following limitations:

1) Communication barriers may have caused misinterpretation. Voice

inflections or mannerisms were subject to cultural variance.
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2) The Mien nation is large and diversified. Lao Mien differ from

their Thai Mien and Vietnamese Mien neighbors. Conclusions

about dress behavior must be considered applicable only to

those Lao Mien who now live in Portland, Oregon.

3) Precise conclusions were not possible. Confusion due to the

Southeast Asian War and subsequent migrations and political

obstacles merited cautious generalizations. Intervening var-

iables were prevalent.

Procedure

Four types of methodology were used to collect data. A literature

survey provided information to supplement traditional and current dress

descriptions gathered from the questionnaire, interview, and observation

procedures. A data sheet was devised to record answers to specific ques-

tions regarding ethnicity and clothing use for thirty Mien respondents.

Open-ended interviews were initiated to collect detailed information on

clothing construction and garment design. Several interviews were con-

ducted with non-Mien persons who had special knowledge of Mien culture.

Participant observation was used to verify general trends professed in

interview situations.

Findings

Traditional Dress

Mien costume is distinct from other Southeast Asian dress. Textile

processes employed include embroidery, applique, and braiding. Mien

women's traditional garments consist of embroidered pants, jacket, sash,

ceremonial cape, turban, and silver jewelry.
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Mien men wear pants (that are not embroidered), a sash, jacket, and

turban, though in recent years, the beret has largely replaced the turban.

Adolescents have traditionally dressed as miniature adults.

Two Mien garments are traditionally associated with infants. Intri-

cate embroidery and applique work on a two-sided bib and a baby hat make

the infant appear quite colorful.

Special personages wear special costumes. The Mien shaman wears gar-

ments appropriate for the event over which he is officiating and in accord-

ance with his rank. Marital and funeral participants wear garments

associated with their respective social roles.

Dress may be used for medicinal purpose. Animist belief may bemani-

fested in clothing use or style.

Women produce the garments. A female child learns embroidery at an

early age. Though nearly all women can embroider, special artisans pro-

duce the applique and braid work. These artisans are paid for their

services. Only silver work has been a male province.

Current Dress

Western garb has largely replaced traditional garments for everyday

use by all Portland Mien except the elderly. Baby hats, hand bags, baby

packs, and jewelry are the only items that remain in current, everyday

use. Ceremonial events are attended in full Mien regalia by the women;

however, very few men continue traditional dress use.

Ethnicity

Information was obtained from thirty respondents concerning clothing

use and ethnicity. A relationship was tested by dividing respondents
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between high and low traditional clothing use and full and partial eth-

nicity scores. A chi-square statistic was applied and a score of 4.46

obtained. The relationship was found to be significant at .05,>p.02

with one degree of freedom.

Acculturation

Acculturation theory was supported by examples from the Portland

Mien. Tangible objects were more easily adopted than intangible things

such as patterns of behavior. Adoption of new culture elements took

place when economic or social advantage was gained. Advantage of greater

physical comfort was also a determining factor in change of dress behavior.

In some cases, incomplete patterns of usage of adopted elements were ob-

served. Forms transferred before meanings associated with the forms.

Conclusions

From the data it was concluded that the following hypotheses are

supported:

1) Dress is indicative of acculturation.

2) Dress is indicative of the maintenance of an ethnic identity.

3) Use of traditional Mien dress will be more frequent at non-

secular events.

4) Changes in traditional dress of the Portland Mien will reflect

the adaptation to new cultural environments.
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Recommendations

Use of Present Study

This research presents information about Oregon's immigrant history

at time of contact. Mien and non-Mien students alike may find use for

knowledge of Mien dress and how it has changed as migrations have taken

place.

Improvement of the Study

Several revisions in the methodology are suggested. More time spent

with each Mien family would allow greater exposure to different Mien

social events. A larger sample size would allow more statistical rela-

tionships between ethnicity factors and clothing use to be tested. An

investigator fluent in Mien would be able to use time spent in trans-

lation for added questions.

Further Study

Follow-up studies are appropriate for the Mien are involved in an

acculturative process and will continue this involvement for many genera-

tions. Comparisons to other Mien groups at different locales or to non-

Mien immigrants may provide insights into cultural dynamics. Cross-

cultural studies of dress outlining how garment construction or design

varies may prove interesting. Textile tools and technology are areas

ready for exploration, especially in cross-cultural studies.
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APPENDIX A

Data Sheet



DATA SHEET
Marital

Name Sex Age Status

Ethnicity of Spouse Children

Household members

Birth order Birthplace

Religion Holidays

Foods

Languages English Proficiency

How long in U.S. How long in refugee camp

Name of refugee camp Garments made in camp

who makes garments now How are skills learned

Are you teaching skills to your children

Source of raw materials there

Source of raw materials here

Garment retention

Garments worn during interview

Naming
New Cere. or

Use: Home Grocery Movie Job Wedding Funeral Year's Christen.

.

Address

Description of House

Other comments

Date of interview

Translator
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APPENDIX B

Ethnicity and Clothing Use
Raw Score Table
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